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of Berlinis offered and still he declines
to forsake the university and the city
where his first honors have been won.
The refusal has stirred the enthusiasm

of the whole university. On Monday
night, a splendid torchlight procession
gave

to. this enthusiasm in

All the

clubs united.

university

With bands of music, ban-

ners, the officials of the different clubs
in full dress and some six hundred stu-

dents carrying torches, the procession
moved, a line of flashing fire, along the
principal streets
fore the house
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but never will
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ed in our hearts which the noble devotion

and self-sacrifice of our honored Professor has enkindled.”

The worthy Dr. Volk-
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mann was deeply moved.

“member of the deputation by the hand, and
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in Halle as a privat docent; his present
position had keen won by faithful and
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It is very evident that the attendance at
Ocean Park and the continued interest in
the meetings are beyond the most sanguine expectations. And what is better,
the indications give assurance of perma-

learn that . over two

We

nent results.

of lots has re-

worth

thousand dollars

so that another

taken;

year

will find more cottages on the grounds.
Some complaint has been heard of inad-

must

remember that the enterprise is but a little over one year old, and that soon all
such grievances will be remedied, and
ample. entertainment will be fornished
for all comers.
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commenced,

and the brethren were on the ground ready
LAYMEN’'S CONGRESS,

The early meeting wasin charge of Prof.
Hayes, of Hillsdale College, who presented
the thought of personal consecration. Many
a person expressed a longing for a nearness to God, conformity to.Jesus Christ,
and

earnest

At 10.30, A. C. Russell, Esq, took the
chair. It was indeed, a pleasing sight to

deeds. It was a season of much profit to
all present.
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You are rich in God's sight, not

is good and desirable ; as an end it is pernicious.
y
The . business men require the whole
panoply of God. Let your places of business be adorned with something besides
worldly things. Why not have remindthings?
heavenly
ers ‘of Christ and
Would not some passage of Scripture be
better on the shop wall than the circus
bill? Give the Bible a place in your
counting house. Be a man of prayer,

and watch every moment. Let the light be

constantly burning, not only of your pro-

The Temple was full of peo-

ple who came to worship God and to lisMr.

C.

K. Flanders,
ten to his Word.
several,
sang
service,
who, during the
solos, took charge of the music and added

much to the profit of the service, It was
grand to hear the large audience sing,
+ Come, sing the gospel’s joyful sound.”
After prayer,‘the address of the morning

was given. by Mr. Alfred” Anthony, of R.
I, the theme

being

Religion

in Busi.

and

responsibility

in

bringing them intv families.
After singing, Mr. C. H. Latham, of
Mass., read a paper on * Christianity and
Commerce.” He
said: The material
wealth of the world has more than trebled

duringa life-time.

This rapid growth is

usually attributed to inventions and edu-

Prof. Brewer there are others. = Why is it
that in the days before Christianity there

was no such progress?

Why is-it that in

the countries of fulse systems of religion
to-day there is no such general progress?
The propagation of Christianity has had
much to do with the success of commerce.
Take an historical glance, and it will

be

seen that science, art and commerce have
advanced hand in hand with Christianity.

PrBlestantism has been the great friend of
Commerce ever since the days of the Reformation. Take the viewsof the most
able political economists, and

it will

be

seéh that Christianity and Commerce have
been

closely

allied.
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has

been the most important factor in, bring-

ing about

the

remarkable

prosperity

of

the nineteenth century. Let us consider
afew facts. The war-like nations of antiquity have looked upon labor as degrading. But Christianity makes labor hos...
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the ground, how fruitful the results! That
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finance is and should be the same among
all people. All should be careful to meet

their engagements.
We cali men frauds
who do not care tormeet their legal debts.
We have no right to promise money for
benevolent purposes which we have not.

Again, the article delivered should always
be fully

equal

to the

goods

promised.

Some object to ministers hiring out, but
churches do buy the time and talent of a
minister. Whatever may be said of the

the

great factors used by the Almighty in

regeneration of the world. Commesce
means far more than the ‘enriching of a
The world is yet to be
few individuals.
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In the evening, Mr. Faller, who goes to

responsible.

California to take charge of Christian
work, gave an interesting address on
Work.” When
Christian
«Personal

Good faithful pastors are in

demand, but their relationship to the
church should be defined. Another point
is that no goods should be purchased at
less than theig true value. Leave alone
people who sell goods less than cost.
Every firm should carry a sufficient stock
to meet the requirements of the custom-

lieve on

ers, and increase, if possible the ‘quality
of the goods. 1 propose the same rule
for our Printing Establishment. I adnuit

work.”

that chosen as they have been, the corporators have done

well.
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the policy of taking the profits of the
Morning Star to aid our
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olent enterprises. I would change this
whole policy, and instead of the Star sup-
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into
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and preach the gospel to every creature,”
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others,
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have religion enough to keep them honest. Christ has his representatives scattered through all the fields of life, so that

he may be henored . everywhere.
John
preaching in the wilderness was no more
serving God than they who obeyed Christ
in filling the water pots at his command.
We should learn that one soul is of vast

for such we
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and tired old people who already know
quaint appurtenances; the old auditorium

B0|
210
11
gl

=

Edueational

The

queny

The tales have since been published and | his red pointed shoes off, and,a beneve-

=

Ramsey.—~A Lesson of 1 rust in God.

The Markets.
re me—————
"THE FURNACE FLAME.
.

for the

The field is exceedingly broad,

There are 50 many beantiful and curious by sin.

Volkmann wrote home a series of fairy | brilliant Oriental costume, tasselled cap,
tales for the interest of his fanlily and to | crimson trowsers, showing a group, as we

kin.- ni races Ravier, Xk. he Great Mise

working
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life before God is upright, than the elo-

ing the French war, at the siege of Paris, | with its store of antiquities and Biblical

Ministers and Churches. ele
ie.
Rasy Creu" Desire (Goctr): Frey Lar
eer
SB
BOOK TABLE,
0
MISCELLANY.
Olarles. +

;

It appears | tion, an actual city which we have visited!

and praises of Dr. Volkmann.
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How I wish every Bible said the speaker, and we can not cover from Jericho to Jerusalem. Many were.
| ing its name.
| student could take his book and lessons the whole." I want to call your attention in the crowd following, but the voice of
sheet and come here to stady! This mod to one phase, namely, the personal influ- the poor blind man arrested the attention
| el Palestine is the grandest help I have: ‘ence of business men.. ‘Talk as we will of Corist, and be blessed the earnest—peSi
:
a
| Sev.
of the independent man, he still remains a titioner. Laymen, we stand jostled by such
There is also in an inclosed pavilion} myth. There never was one ; there never
a crowd, and a voice for help sounds out
4
o
Perhaps any Josln Ol water; i) mode), ofl will be one. There are men of strong ideas to us. Do we hear it? We peed confiSuLnrLs, anu We Wis and positive conditions, but many-of these dence in Gud; and a firm belief that in
ye tui a Week to devote (0 its study. Ig are eccentric or obstinate. Jesus Christ Christ's work we shall succeed. The
| Per/est Sven %o-the ny steps which lead was touched “by another's grief. An old Old Testament prophets and the AposNy
= Noha milena) minarets w Wie Yhe adage declamg.that ‘“ a person ig known tles knew that power and victory would
€ slopes.
=
:
’
| by the company he’ keep$:¥ Personal in- come. They had times of darkness apd
When we Yeacped bere, a gentleman was
fluence is exercised through actions, not trial but they were never finally overcome
mn fpates. wud he words. Exhortations alone have but lit- by these. Paul and Silas were thrust
Sod, sds el
hear y Jerusalem will no BG er os is igus tle weight,
Better the dumb -man whose into a dark dungeon. Bat they did not

waved

torches

the

thunder;

vanes; Jal0st juid within the first thirty days, | of subdued

al

"

severe toil ; he could not waver in his | lie scattered all along the way, each bear | mess.”

i Dene

Db. Srewisr, devotion to the interests of his 4/ma Muh TO at ford . In Halle would
3%
addressed,
he live 4 and die.
to vt hd
e cheers that followed this reply filled
;
the house, passed out to the procession
strictly in ad- outside, ran along the streets like a burst

"printing isiablishment REY A 1
> ir her,
to W
of money,
&¢. . should bo
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DOVER, N. H., WEDNESDAY.

were

many

persons

present who gladly bore testimony to the
power of Christ. At 7 o'clock, there was
a praise serfiee, and ;the songs

of Zion

seemed to haye a new force and beauty as
they sounded¥orth in this service.

should shun every appearance of a debt.

Men are slow to assume debts which they

did not contract.

The ministers are often

the greatest sufterers from this curse. “But
the minister should not be left to carry

Church debts bring the
this burden.
The church should
disrepute.
church into
maintain and practice those principles
which it teaches. A church debt closes
every avenue of response to calls for worthy objects. Churches should never be

The evenio meeting proper commenced dedicated until they are entirely free from
at 7.30, with Sioging of Let thy bless-’ all debt. Let no church be erected . from
me? A, C. Russell, Esq. preing fall on
the reading of Scripture,
sided, and alter

Mrs; Burlinga®e led in prayer.

‘* Gatb-

ering Home, 08 by one” was impréssively sung by a male

quartette.

‘Bro. T. '. Lewis, of Portland, gave an

in®™
address on, * How to gather them
the right
He/said : Methods of work and

conditionof soul are inseparably connect-

Deter’s
ed in sucessful Chistian work.
n
ratio
prepa
his
was
Jesus
of
wing
follo
for becoming & fisher of men. ,Soul consecration is necessary for work in the
Master's

vineyard.

= Humility

and

ser-

vice are thélktcpping stones to honor.
Peter

learned

a wonderful

lesson

from

to use and be used is the second requisite.
Next, we must

for our work.

conception

be

furnished

thoroughly

And we must havea clear

of man’s

taught by the Bible.
a man about, religion

lost condition

as

But never approach
when

he

is

busy

about business. If a man approach you
about business do not bring before him
matters of religion then. And lo not approach a man on peints of difference, but
find out where you can agree with him,
and work from that, remembering that
« he who winneth souls is wise.” After
the address, Mr, Flanders sung, *‘ Oh!
what are you going to do ?”

Prof. Dunn gave an address on ‘* Work

vain-glory or party spirit; but let them for Young Mer.” The, professor said, “I
be built only where, and when needed, regret that the brother whose mame is on
and always paid for before being dedicat- | the programme is not present to address
ed. Is it not a mockery to give the Lord ‘you, but the subject itself is an. inspiraa church with a heavy mortgage resting tion. You nbdotgineee n e, nmore than
apon it? The speaker, closed by quoting’ reformed, more than to be interésted in

i forny of prayer which might be used in

the dedicatory services of many a church.
The theme was one especidlly adapted to
the brother who gave the address, and
brought out ‘a hearty response and discussion.

Rev. D. Waterman spoke for the Print-

ing Establishment and assured the Convention that it was the “purpose of the

religion.
The object should be to convert
the soul to Christ.
Let us not labor for
any less end than this. This is not the
conversion of the gospel
to them.
The

tendency to
is so strong
the young
thing in the

adapt religion to the people
that there is danger. Make
man feel that there is somegospel higher and grander

(Contmued on fourlh page.)

gl
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THE GREAT AMERICAN DESERT.
In reaching: the above named desert,

lowed to speak of oneof them.

Col- |

Omaha

Often does he who is away from home

location -is in old geographies and explorers’ books.

‘have been fostered

-

;

‘But, where and what is the desert?

be al-

may

earlier Séttlement, and

¢ Hastings

think of the improvement which his loved
ones have made under the mother’s careful training, cf the noble principles which

lege” is the name.

one sees many points of interestin places
‘of

of Managers.

Its

It is one of the grandest

in school, of the

high

rank which mayin many ways have been
is a city marked, in a special
attained. ~And this is a noble incentive
the push and growth of the so-called thousands upon thousands of acres of
the parent. Earnestly does he strive
West.
With a population of 4,200 in golden wheat aré grown, as many thou- for
:
he may daily be¥improving.
that
sands
of;
corn,
with
a
rapidly
increasing
1862, and 16,100 in 1872, it reaches 35,000
one thinks of a heart which
when
And
acreage
of
oats,
millet,
timothy
and
other.
or more in 1882. Some institutions indiproducts, all raised with much less labor ‘js under the care of the Great Teacher,
cating its present standing are these: six
learning the grand lessons of heaven, il
backs, one having a paid up capital of than on the native Ohio flats of the writshould urge him to live more and more
er,
with
none
of
the
tiresome
hills
of
the
. $250,000, and all with depositsof $5,500,When. one
ag God's truth. teaches,
Cast,
perfectly
free
from
the
provokisg000, inaluding small railroad deposits;
on: he
progressi
‘heavenly
in
believes
.seven railroads enter it by the Pacific bowlders of Michigan, a stranger to the
‘should feel through all his "being that
disgusting
mud
of
Illinois,
with
no
more
= Transfer over the Missouri, and four eneach moment needsto be faithfully imter from the west side of the river; the than the average failure of crops, to say proved if he would stand on the same
the
least,
though
storms
are
more
freUnion ‘Pacific car” works, with $500,000
perfect plane as the loved one occupies.
appliances, employ 4,000 men ; the head- quent than in countries protected by hills.
Shall the eyesof a sainted child watch
This
summer
is
cooler
here,
as
elsequarters of this road and of The Burling:
and not find us striving against meanus
ton and Missouri River; a grand central where; but it is plain that the nights in ness and sin? Shall the eyes of any in
summer are always cool,’and would be a
degree, by [* farming . countries

depot is projected ;. two five-story hotels,

try, but

$125,000; Government building, $400,000.
One might mention beef canning,

“lard and linseed refineries, hog yards;
safe and agra
implements works,
founderies, ete., in (he points cf material

yet expended, is $438,000;

but not

balance

process, acd
lbs. of

and examined

the vault, containing

seventeen

2,800

years

&

the

At

hardly

to see

Lincoln, I was in-

of

hills” on the Platte. These are
rising sometimes, say 100 feet

said to have
barrow

great, barren,

worthless

from

been brought on a wheelOmaha,

175

miles,

was

rudely carved thus:

ago

of
Mrs. Susan

C. Haile

level of the banks.

The law suffered no violence by our fishand

Our supper was served by an old Pennsylvania acquaintance of Bro. A.D. Williams, through whose kind offices this

wo

in rescuing

her from

monism is left to ethers.

the curse of Moitr

We visited the ruins of three ** ranches.’

Since that term is used with such a variety of meanings, it may
be well to state

the advent of railroads being followed by
the decay of such places, though one can
still see where the land was worn by the

laid ug

like lurge, thin bricks, though without:

cement, of course.

ments, and the out buildings were of like

architecture (!), though made with less
pains. ‘The adornments of the house
were noticeably absent, and the home of
this father, mother and five children was
not very inviting. Do all on the desert
live .thus?
Some writers would leave
us to believe so. But I protest. We
spent the night in another sod house a
few miles away, with some most ‘hospitable people from West Virginia.
The
shingle roof, plastering’ and papering
(the ceiling being heavy muslin, neatly

tacked),

white

the window

muslin

biinds

with

snow-

with traces of wells, cellars and rifle pits,

trams on the main trails.
Of colrse, much land is: stidl in the
hands of the Federal Government, of the

railroads and of speculators, awaiting
buyers who will put it under cultivation.

Yet, groves of trees around

nearly every

home and in very many other places, set
out by owners of the soil, are breaking
up the view in all directions.

Fruit trees.

are springing up everywhere, though the
country is nct old enough to supply its
own fruit.
:

One word about the people.

Just as

those on the Atlantic border, if they have

with

not traveled, or, at least, read very careful-

lace, bed-spread of faultless white, pietures, mottoes, card-board
ornaments,

ly, think the people of-Michigan or Illinois
suffer deprivations in things which are

deftly trained ivy and other plants—these
made one forget that he was within walls

really very plentiful, so those of Michigan misjudge Nebraskans. To be sure,

of sod, between the layers of which

some conveniences are not found here,
but, on the whole, I can not see that the

lambrequins

edged

the

grass and flowers were growing on the
outside.

Though this kind of house may

people of Hastings are not as comfortable

cheap, 8s yet.

and intelligent as those in like towns in
Michigan. They make a living with less
trouble, perhaps, are fully as industrious
and happy, and can tell big stories about
their State without stepping beyond the
lines of truth.
M.
'

many brick blocks, one large, stone build-

BY THE REV. CHAMMSS N. SINNETT.
During the war-time, a train bore
homeward from the battle-fields of the

‘be comfortable and attractive, and is safe
in'storms, the impression must not be left

that it is the only kind of homes.

Neat

frame ‘farm-houses
are seen in all direetions, though, as a rule, they are very

At this point, it is proper to say that
our trip over the desert began and ended
in one of the most thriving little cities in
America. Hastings, Neb., only ten years
old, has a population of about 4,000,
ing,

numerous

eight churches;

plate-glass

fronts;

has

four banks, one a nation

South a large number of soldiers.
one

As

after another of the familiar stations

al, with $100,000 paid up capital ; a Post- was passed, each brave man, long absent
{Office superior to those of most towns of from home, was busy. The soiled caps
like size in Michigan; has railroads en- were brushed, the faded blue was artering it from six directions ; in fact, this jrunged more neatly, the bronzed faces
place, in the midst of Fremont's great tried to look their best. It was glad
«desert, would excite the admiration of a work to make even the humblest preparStoic. The Free Baptists have no church
ation for meeting loved ones, to show
here, but [ have been impressed that the that their hearts had grown more tender
whole city must be drifting rapidly to- and loving while awdy.
:
ward our denomination, “ for they have
I remember a father upona wrecked

“started a college”, if one can

he excused

for thus using the sentiment of one of the
“brethren at General Conference, when
speaking of our denominational mania

“for multiplying schools.

The Presbyteri-

ans, however, are starting this, the only
one they

have in

the State, and

it will

open, in temporary quarters, September
13 next, with College, Preparatory and
Normal departments, the Classical and
Scientific courses being laid down for the
college proper. Bro. Williams is on the

train.

The slow hours dragged away.

The night came. The man was as worn
and bungry”asany around him. Often
he looked at a package containing many

good things, which he was taking home
to his child. But his face was quickly

turned away -again. ‘‘I cannot touch
that, for I promised to take it to my little
Willie. I would not for the world have
him feel that I have grown forgetful or
mean while I have been absent from:

life till

fession, and received

to ask a place.
come, I know
gr
EE

Conducted by the Rev. G. ©. Waterman.
Who

Look

Hath Made

us to Differ?

squarely in the face your actual

surroundings, your choicest mercies, the
glory of family, home and country, the
thoughts that travérse your brain, and
that range abroad through immensity
and
futurity, the hopes that inspire your life,

progress

under

he was about

twenty-one, when he made a public

REV.

WILLIAM

the full

and

complete conscious-

ness of * life and immortality brought to

pro-

light,” and then turn away from all this
as far as you can, and bring full in view
the
, Briton or the Teuton of the fourth,

the rite of baptism

unworthy a child of God, with capacities

held in Dryden, Elders Darling, Daniels,

HURLIN.

Dodge (his brother Asa), probably others, acting as council. At this time he
was laboring with the Troy church, and
converts multiplying and wishing baptism at his hands was the immediate
and condition could not be induced to at- | cause of application being made by the
tend the ordinary day and Suaday-schools. ‘church for his ordination. “From Troy he
When ragged schools were established
in London, some over forty ‘years, they
were intended to give religious and elementary secular instruction to a class of
children who from their circumstances

They

began

as

Sunday-schools, week

went

to Delmar, or Stony Forks, where, in

connection with the labord of Rev. Mr.
Butler, a precious revival was promoted.
provement, till the name “Ragged Ve next find him in Charleston, or Dart
From
School” generally indicates a center of Settlement, doing eflicient work.
numerous operations for the religious, C. he removed to Warren and So. Apalmoral, mental, physical, and social eleva- achin, where he spent two years in useful
tion of the men, ‘women, and children work. From this field he went to Troy
and Granville for one year, then back to
around it.
:
=
I have before me the Report of the "Warren where he buried quite a number
twenty-fifth annual meeting of the ** One with Christ in baptism. From W. he went
Tun Ragged School,” which was held a to Wort and Bolivar, nnd dafing two years
His next readded stars to his crown.
few weeks ago.
It is in Westminster,
to churchpreaching
Pike,
to
was
moval
quite near to the Abbey, the houses of
Parliament, the parks, and the palaces, es in that vicinity for two years. From
but, notwithstanding all this, in a very Pike he went to Great Valley, serving as
low and degraded and densely populated pastor of the Humphrey and Great Valley
neighborhood, where it is aiding in diffus- church. From thence he went to Elton,
ing the light of the gospel into the and, during a pastorate of two years, saw
darkness which
surroundsit. It Is quite an extensive revival. His next setnights and day schools were soon added,
and then followed other means of im-

pamed

after

the

‘house which. was

sign

of

the first

allow

bu!

pied by the Institution, and w
thus” transferred from an in!

Af

“ha

YF aA

public

in Granville, Pa., where

was

tlement

he

* ~=ad_ and in other churches in the Troy
six years.
St pastorate

was

in

Rome,

Pa.,

is health faited-inewene year
sompelled to give np work

and
till,

, asleed in Jesus,” he resumed

os
Ce Al

-

for’

n;

t a state of idleness.
pur night.”

-aounceé ' no falsome
‘A TTmlarmlatenoss

dnesd

Bible

A

Class,

1

més

Bible

women

:

“homes of the people, a plind
who reads the

Scriptures.ir

and lanes, and

sells copies 0

break.”

?

~~A missionary gentlemat “happened 1,
come into the room just then; and whey
he heard the mother’s pleadings he coulq
not resist them, and he said :
* Let her come. If a corner can not pe

found

for herin school, she shall have 4

corner with my children.”

The next morning found = the. happy

child.in the school room.

She had Jef;

home before sunrise on that cold Degen.

ber morning, so that she might be in her
place. Her pleasant, happy face almost always covered with smiles, and her
kind, gentle manners, soon made her 3
favorite with teachers and scholars. She
was a diligent pupil, and nothing seemeq

wanting but the dhe thing—she did not
not love her Saviour. Like so many peo. ple in that country, she thought she was
very good. She could not believe she

was a sinner.
Soon after she came to the school, :
many of the girls were weeping over
their sins. In meetings, when almost
every head

was

penitence was

bowed, and

flowing

the tear of

Saviour.”
;
;
:
fntue,
:
Will you?
From
that
time
she
was
»
lovely
Chris:~ **
What above all other things has made
tian child: About wo years afterwards,
the English, French and German speakthe cholera came to her home while she
ing world cf to-day to differ from what it
was when steeped ‘in idOlatry = and was there in vacation. Many were dying

wrapped in superstition? We all know
what the answer is. It is the Gospel of
the Grace of God. Deny it as many may,

this is the simple truth.

How much

do

you owe toit? When can you pay this
great, infinite debt ?
Can the gospel do for Africa, China,
Japan, South Awerica, Mexico, aborigi-

nal inhabitants everywhere, what

it did

for Britain and
Germany—make them
Christian, make them love one another,
fear God and keep his commandments,

ceaseto do evil, learn'to

you,

‘And

If you -do not let her
her tender heart will

from every eye’
for fellowship with him, and aspirations
Hanpab's sunny face and tearless eyes
ranging through eternity! then ask your- looked out
in strange contrast. At last it
self, Who or what hath made you to dif‘was whispered among loving ones, * Our
fer? You!
mo
little Hannah knows she isa sinner.”
Ask again, Is this difference, as conNow the bright face was clouded and
cerns the living, irremediable? Is there
tears were often seen on her cheeks. No
no such thing as bridging this chasm ?
smile played on those sweet features for
is there no hope for the greater part of
along week. When she smiled again, it
mankind, and the bigger half of the
was a heaven-lit smile; for He who loves
world, thal upon them will this great
little children had taken possession of
light shine, and family, home, life and
that young heart, and she loved hip.
heaven becotue sacred terms and =blessed
Her love grew very strong. She said to
realities? Who daresto think of it?
her teacher one day, ‘Ii seems to mel -Who will entertain for a moment the
cin not wait, I do so want to go tomy
dreadful thought that thus it must be?

do well, put off

the old man, put on the new? Canit?
it
Who says it cannot?
Do you?
Are

powers find sweet employ
Tot Riera world of joy.”

3

Haavon i=

Moralizing on the kindness of Provic: i |

much

that he made

divine

the

in

za. uz

¥

house was made of

were

THE

Aged
34 years.
5 mths & 12 days.

The roof was made
of a light frame work, upon which wil- lows were thrown, sod covering the
whole. The house had two large apart-

The

“BY

ARaaTeanap

that here it is used to mean a stopping
place or inn for travelers on the old aver
land trails. . Now only weeds are seen,

trip was made.

- sod, cut into strips which

gain. He was one of eight children,—
three sisters and five, brothers, four of
whom, Gurley, Edward, Asa and himself,
were ministers, and have made an honorble record.
2 For want of data we can not be accurate as to dates connected with his’ religHe experienced rejous life and work.
cf nine, but it does
age
ligion at the early
not appear

[i

Missions.

Station church, and his wife, survive him
to mourn their loss, and rejoice in his

Lafayette Co.
Mo. who died

June

{

by the hands of his brother Asa.
As nearly as can be deterniined, he was sixth, eighth centuries—the inhabitants of
approved by the Troy chureh, (N. Y.,) almost any part of the great African conand\¢oon after licensed by the Owego tinent, the coudition of women, and the
Q. M., to preach, at twenty-five. During
making of family and home life in India,
his licentiate of about three years he laChina, over the Asfatic continent in fact,
bored considerably in Alleghany Co., and
where the gospel
in and everywhere else:
heaven behold us homeward bound with- was God's agent in promoting revivals
of the range of
gone—think
not
has
out seeing our hearts fu'l of joy and Cuba, Wort and Bolivar; and also saw ideas, thoughts and hopes, which spring
fruit of bis labors in Susquehanna Co. at
trust ?
~
up in these breasts and traverse the
various points.
minds of these almost uncounted milAt twenty-eight, he was set apart to the
THE ONE TUN RAGGED SCHOOL.
‘lions; how puerile, how defiling, how
work of the Christian ministry at a Q. M.

uscful purpose. There are n«
ed wilh this Institution, Suna
a day school, a might schocl,
Sabbath Band for promoting

In

Memory

we forded in the carriage ; has al-

ing, for it applies only to catching,
for that we are in the wrong season.

been

‘“sand
Knolls,

‘most nobanks, its surface being two or three

fegy from the general

had

formed

Ellen Island, forty miles in length, in the
© Platte River. This river is very broad;
bas numerous channels, the south one ot
which

who

themselves seem

during the study of geography.
A ride
of sixty miles has given opportunity of
observation. The first place visited was

SEX

ago,

tively recent growth.
It seems clear to
the writer that this vegetation is rapidly
making all that country fertile, and that
another generation will see rich grain
waving on these hills, which even now
afford excellent pasture. On one of these
knolls we saw a lonely grave, that cf a
woman who passed over the prairie in a
great Mormon movement from Missouri
in 1852.
The lime-stone at the head,

the

pure metal, in bricks, was opened

impressed

years

must see that the grass. which clothes
them in every direction is of compara-

for my examination.
Building goes on
with marvelous pace, and this city, on
which a _few suggestive points only are
given, has a bright and great future.
By the C.B. & Q. and B. & M. railroads, I. have come to the very middle of
the ‘* Great American Desert”, whose be. wildering extent and arid land were
deeply

nine

from the surface of the Platte, and extend
ing back from the river several miles, in an
irregular order. Even a casual observer

being nearly all lead. In the face of
“¢ no admittance” and assurance from an
old citizen that I could not see these in

operation, I applied

county

stationed at Ft. Kearney twenty years be-

what is going on.

works are the largest in . the world, em-

two oz. gold, the

land innocent of vegetation to its present
garden-like
appearance
by
climatic’
changes. Aun army officer stopped ir this

braskans

sinking fund,

ploying 350 men ‘day and night, Sundays
included; smelting capacity, .100 tons
bullion per day, producing 200 to 250 oz.
to

from a

fore, and was well acquainted with all of

£57,000; assessment of city propefty,
|\#28,000;000. - The smelting and refining

silver, one

that it has been changed

this section. He told Bro. Williams that
it seemed almost impossible to believe
this is the same country. Indeed, Ne-

wealth, investments not given. . The city

voted

where

It is very generslly-believed that Fremont gavea faithful account of the coun-

works, $50,000;
nail
high school . building,

$100,000

world,

the average.

£200,000, with five other buildings, about

© debt, including

the

great relief to us “away up in cold Michigan”, though the days are warmer, on

costing $150,000 and $175,000; opera
house, $100,000; buildings and appointments for pork-packing, $425,000; distillery, $600,000, said to pay an annual tax
of about $1,000,000; white lead works,
$100,000;
shot
works, $100,000;

in

AUGUST 23, 1882.

STAR.

MORNING:

then,

infidel?

Tt

greav «wangformation.
You know it.

can

- We

work

this

know-it ean.

Well how? Justasof old. Let him

that

heareth

say

Come.

Go

preach!

disciple,

consider

all about her, and Hannah would often
say, ‘‘ This may be my time to go to the
dear Saviour.” She said this one morning
as she started out for the vineyard, where
she worked every day.
About noon she
did not feel quite well; and she said toa
little school friend who was with her:
‘I am sick.
Perhaps
[ shall adie.
soon.”

wl

a

* Do you want to die?" asked her lit
tle friend, surprised at the way she

spoke.

>

“Oh, yes!”
she answered with s
smile. * I am not afraid to go to Jesus.

She grew worse very fast; and, as she
lay down under the green vines, she said
to the little girl by her side :
‘I am very sick. I know I shall di
Soon. -Shall we not pray together?”
_ The friend knelt down by her and

prayed with all her heart; and then she
it. -Put the leaven into the meas- askad
PU
BY
:
meal. rv —Tonve
He rest to
**
Now,
Haonab
, will yon pray
2” She
Why not? On what principle, not
Of gratitude? of righteousness? could only whisper, * Bless my dear sisbenevolence?
of Christlikeness? ter! Take me gently through the dark

You do
a
ure
of
not claimed.
He was not perfect:
God.
~ 151s? No one was moré conscious of
doit?
“1

taunlts than he.

Th

No one

criticised so

3 a multitude of
ces the tongue of
inly had virtues.

ures and of portions ther:of,

of
Well,

who

why

not?

O

hath made you to differ, and what

river.” Then her voice failed
sunk down exhausted.

and

she

Her friends were sent for and she was
doth it become thee to be doing with that
taken to her home.
Her mether and .
treasure
which
was
not
meant
to
be
thy
some rooms are rented to i
aily life to give
brothers bent over her little suffering
exclusive
possession,
but
to
be
the
good2casion to reproach either him or his]
lies of the very poor, who, H
body ; but they could not keep the spirit
Be
~doistry. He was successful in his work. ly heritage of all men. Hast thou a there. She
work by the day, and are not
hy
asked that her young comtongue?
O
use
it
to
tell
the
story.
Hast
hose converted under his labors are all
weekly wages, are not eligitl
panions might be sent for; and they sl!
thou
a
gift—or
that
which
might
be
a
in the Peabody Buildings, which/re so over Northern Pennsylvania and Southsat around her till the sun went down,
ern New York. Some of them are in gift—to send the story echoing round the catchin
advantageous to the class above them.
g every word that fell from her
world?
O
bring
it,
bring
it
soon,
lest
These various departments, and others heaven, and welcomed him to its rest and
lips. Her last words to them were,
|
some
lust
of
the
eye,
or
some
desire
of
that might be named, have each a sepa- glory.
the flesh or carnal ambition tempt thee to * Love the Saviour more than I have
During his long sickness he was not in
rate fund, so that friends may contribute
withhold
it, and thou become a robber of -loved him.” The next morning she was
to the object or objects which they espe- ecstasy any considerable part of the time,
God—a robber of the rights of your fel- with the Saviour whom she loved so
cially prefer.
Mrs. J. Barker Harrison but there was a calm resting upon Christ.
much.
low men.—Gospel in all Lands.
:
is the honorary secretary of the Iustitu- Some time before his death, he asked me
This is what the gospel did for a little }
tion, and is a collector for, and a liberal how long I thought he could hold out.
I
Persian gi— rl
Mission
.ary Echoes.
Little Hannah, the Persian Girl.
subscriber to, the various funds, in all of told him I'thought he might stay witha
If you were to go to Persia, I think the
. which she has a deep and earnest iater- us two or three weeks yet. To which he
Seek. Not Thine Own.
est.
:
replied, “* Bro. Abbey, you talk discour- first thing that would surprise you would
Seek not thine own:
The Earl of Shaftesbury, who has been agingly. I thought I was nearer home be the strange looking costumes that the
Forever giving
connected with the Institution from the “than that.”
Is ever living,
Resting his head on Jesus’ peoplé wear. You would find not only
While good endures.
first, and who is always ready for every breast, his life weit out gradually and that they were strange looking but that
there were a great many different kinds Fruitful, self-sacrifice, to Him the Father sent
good work, took the chair at the Annual sweetly there.
Shull get thee all. The world and-bright-orbed”
Meeting, and on his having to leave, was
He gave liberally for benevolent ob-' of costumes ;--that people in the mounfirmament,
tains
dressed
succeeded by Sir R. Carden, M. P. Thair- jects.
very differently from those
The Central Association has occaOr life, or death,
ty-one of the former scholars received sion to hold in grateful remembrance the in the cities, and that they were very difLo, thé All Giver, faithful, saith.
prizes of money and books for having re- hundreds of dollars, probably not less ferent people altogether. One of the
“Al things are yours.” .
mained in the same situation from one to than a thousand, contributed by hiin to its hard things the missionaries have to do is
to work with such a variety of men,
three years. A prize was also given for funds.
Mission Notes.
geometry problems to each of two girls,
It was a source of joy to him as he laid women and: children. But one of the Rev. T. F. Clark writes from India that
aged respectively 11 and 12 years, les- his armor by and left the ministry, that it pleasant things we find is that our gospel the foes of Christ in India are as follows:
sons having been given with a view to is to be perpetuated in his family in the is just what is needed by themll, no L The desperate
and determined oppoimprove designs
in patchwork,
&ec. person of his son, now at Bliss Station. matter where they live, or how strange sition of the heathen heart to Christ; 2.
There was an exhibition of flowers reared Several months before his death he made their ways of hving may be.
The persecution which a native Christian
Let me tell you how the gospel came to convert must endure, hinders
by the scholars, and prizes were also giv- arrangements for his funeral, selecting
thousands
one little girl in Persia. Her story is told from obeying their convictions; 8. The °
en for these.
preacher, hymns and text,2 Tim. 1: 12.
by Miss Fidelia Fiske, who was a very existing systems of religious belief were
In addition to the chairmen named,
yi
M. H. A.
lovely missionary in Persia-some years framed with wonderful adroitness,
quite
a number of gentlemen addressed
taught
ago, and who is now in heaven.
THE REV. DAVID SMITH.
the meeting, which was largely composed
by well trained priests, and demanding
The
Rev. David Smith dropped dead, by story is like this:
nothing but outward service. 4. The
of scholars,
and former scholars, who by
:
cel
One “cold December “moriing, quite a ‘bad example of many Europeans is in the
means of the Institute have been raised - sun-stroke, while mowing in his own hayway. 5k
unbelief
from the very low position they occupied, field, July 26, 1882. He was born in the number ol years ago, a thinly-dressed war against the truth.—Gospelis waging
in All
town
of
Caldwell,
N,
Y.,
and
was
in ‘the woman came to the door of the school in Lands,
and some of whom are now active Chrisa
\
:
[le had long Oroomiah, and asked to ‘see the lady
tian workers. Among the auxiliary oper- eighty-first year of his age.
There are indications in some portions
ations of the Institute, I may notice a been a minster of the Freewill Baptist de- who takes care of Nestgrian girls.”
of Turkey that the Mohammedans are beShe was invited into a warm, comfort. coming more and more intolerant in spirit.
Swimming Club, Drum and Fife Band, nomination. His pastoral labors were
relief for the sick and poor, and Annual mostly within the jurisdiction of the Lake able room, and asked to sit down.
They throw every obstacle they can find
“Oh! Ican'tsit down”, she answered- in the way of evangelical
Excursion to the country. Most of the. George Quarterly Meeting. In the latter
labors. Refunds show a balance in hand, and this part of his old age, he has lived a retired “My business here makes me in great, cently the officials in Mezereth, near Harat
indicates that friends are liberal, and the lite on his farm in the town . of Horicon. haste.”
poot, ordered that the bell on the schoolHis funeral was largely attended.
‘“ What is that business?” ‘asked the house, which is also used as a church,
Sermanagers are good financiers.
mon by the Rev. I. J. Hoag, of Hague, missionary.
ob
.| should be run
Al
no more and that the
with appropriate remarks by Rev. John
“I have a little daughter”, she an- school be closed. .It is affirmed that this
West.
WARREN SMITH,
swered. ‘‘ She is my only one: sheisa order came from Constantinople. The
Rev. Calvin Dodge died in Apalachin, |
little one and the loved of her mother. I sound of a Christian bell seems to bo peSuliarly offensive to a Moslem.
N. X., May 15, 18827 after having been
Starry hosts of God’s realized promises
But
want her to stay with me; but she wish- these
bells are yet to ring all over Turconfined to his bed for fifteen months, and shine out in the great firmament of the,
es to come to sehool. For three days she key.— Missionary Herald.
Tw
suffering intensely during this time. Word. Some are fast ‘grouping them.
Wherever the Bible goes its power
| Bro. Dodge was born in Lisbon, N. H., selves inlo constellations of ¢* the glory has refused to eat, saying she can not eat
till she sees the school.”
over men is recognized by all thoughtfu
Oct. 12, 1814; consequently he was about that excelleth.” Here and there, where I
*“ We are very full”, said the mission. observers. It changes character, it trans-l
sixty-eight years of age. At eleven he saw only a cloud, I find now a grand, subary. “I don’t see how we can take in forms the outward life. Yet some men
was left motherless. He was married to lime nebula only. waiting for
higher faith- another pupil.”
= do not welcome such transformation, eiCharlotte Allen, Dec. 18, 1844.
Thus power to be resolved into, not stars mere“Oh, do let her come!” she pleaded,— ther in themselves or others. ‘Madam,
they have walked life's pathway together, ly, but suns. And the Lord
has brought “my dear Hannah! She
only a little said a Hindu gentleman to one of our
and shared its joys and sorrows, for thir- me forth, like Abraham
of old, and said, girl: she will need only ais litle
corner. missionaries in India, ‘ Madam, you
-ty-seven years, Two daughters and one “Look now toward heaven,
should be most welcome in all the houses
and tel the I will bring a bed for her; and
son, Rev. Milo Dodge, pastor of the B'iss
1 have of the-Brahmans, but we are afraid of (I
stars!"—¥'. R. Havergal.
made
of buildiugs where

good,clea

BBL

He was careful in
religious critics no

CVI ER

THE REY. OALVIN DODGE.

a new dress for. her before I came

it
Lim

.
{

rw

bo

[}

Bible,—Missionary Herald,
[]
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For Questions see
Lesson

LOVE TO GOD AND MEN.
DAILY

. 4

Love to God and men. Mark 12:28—4{.
Mosaic law. Deut. 6 : 4-12.
Moses’ teaching. Deut. 11 : 1-17,

8.

Matthew's account.

III.

Acceptable offerings.

MARK 12: 28—i4,
(Revised Version.) ~
one of the scribes came, and

ly placed near the entrances,

ceivers of metal

was dropped

into

aad

into

30 Lord our God, The Lord is one: and thou
shaltJove the. Lord thy God with all th
heart, and with all thy

soul,

31 thy mind, and with all thy
gecondis this, Thou shalt

as thyself.

and

with

all

strength.

The

love thy neighbor

There is none other command-

32 ment greater than these, Aud the scribes
said unto him, Of a truth, Master, thou hast

" well said that be is one;

33 nope other but he:

and

and to

that there is

love

all the heart, and with all the

him

with

understand-

ing, and with all the strength, and to love
his neighbor as himself, is much more than
alk whole burnt offerings and sacrifices.

34 And when Jesus saw that be answered discreetly,
'he said unto him, Thou art not far
from the kingdom of God.
And no
after that durst ask him any question.

35

man

which

through

‘the

on public occasions,
that they might be
seen of men and have praise of them on
account of their generosity. Jesus saw
the motives by which those who gave
were influenced, and when the poor
widow, who had but two mites in the
world, gave-all that she had, he saw, at
all.-

The divine rule

which prompts

to God.

in the temple, How say the scribes that the:

a6 Christ Is the son of David?
said in the Holy

David himself’

Spirit,

is,

according

to

oneto

do

what

he can,

:

THOUGHTS

AND APPLICATIONS.

s

I.” Lové is the essence of religion.
II. God never estimates prayers by
“Till Pamekestne taemies the footstool of
thy feet.
2
their length, nor gifts by the noise they
David himself ealleth him Lord : and whence
make.
;
js he his son? And the common people
The Lord said
Sit thou

37

¢n my

unto my Lord,
right hand,

heard him gladly.
38

And in his teaching he said, Beware of
the scribes, which desireto walk in long

robes, and to Aave

salutations!in the mar-

TOPICS

I.

The

FOR FURTHER

relation of

to practical

duty.
gaa
II. The customs of the Pharisees.

ey into the treasury: and many that were
42 rich cast in-much.
And there came a poor
widow, and she castin two mites, which
muke
a farthing.
And he called unto him
his disciples, and said unto them, Verily, I

- Blackboard illustrations: - Place again
the words, * Tuesday, in the Temple,”

SE

say unto you, This poor widow cast in more

‘The

sectarian

feeling

of

of board; under

Commandment,”

this,

followed

A heart with

the

‘* Greatest

by

Golden

words,

‘ Love

Hew many days before he was

the

crucified?

What question did the Pharisees ask him?

Jesus had answered so

“1.

The first and second things.

After

the Pharisees, Herodians and Sadducees
had tried to catch our Saviour in his
words, or to ask a question too hard for
him to answer, and had signally failed in
their plans, one of thescribes came, per-

haps thinking that all the others were
stupid bunglers, and tried his. skill at
questioning Jesus Christ. It has been
well said that we have great reason to be
thankful that so many quéstions, thought
by the askers to be difficult, were put to
our Saviour. Without them many of his
most valuable utterances would have been

wisely

the

(ue.

commandment ? These two include,
are greater, than all others put together.
The scribe was pleased with Jesus’ answer and said, ‘ Master, thou hast suid
the truth.” Jesus knew this man was sincere and said to him, ¢* Thou art not far
from the kingdom: of God.” That means

to a garret in one of the

worst

parts

that we may know very well what is. right
and

good, as the scribe did, but if we

do

not do these things, we are still shut out
Le
from the kingdom of God.

There is nothing we can think of that is

so much like Godas love. - Can you think
of the great ocean of water, so deep, 80
about which there had been a great deal wide, so long, it seems almost as though
to it, so God's love
of discussion, and which had received there was no shore
toward us, so great and deep without
is
is
Which
**
this,
was
It
various answers.
Now,
bounds; for God is love itself.
He to be his children we must have this qualthe first commandment of all?”
probably expected thut Jesus would ity of love too, and then we shall find it
If you
mention some preceptof the decalogue as easy to keep his commandments.
love him with all your strength you will
superior to all others in importance, but not feel like taking his name in vain,
the essence of the divine law consists not which is swearing ; you will keep the Sabfain deeds, but in the state of the heart of bath day holy ; you will honor your
unspoken.

The scribe’s question was one

the doer, in an affection of the
that affection is the noblest

soul, and
of all its

emotions, * Love is the tenderest, the
most unselfish, the most divine of all

affections.”

It can be exercised only

towards a person.

this

feeling

The highest object

of

is God, the Creator

nnd

the

wise

Supreme Ruler of the universe,

and beneficent Father of all that dwell
upon the earth. This love includes in
itselt as a secondary principle, “love to
man, the highest and noblest work of the

Creator, made in his likeness and possess-

ing
his
TL
the
full

powers and faculties that unite him to
Maker.
:
Nearto the kingdom of God. When
scribe heard the answer of Jesus, 80
of the highest wisdom and piety, he

ther and

steal, nor

mother;

lie,

nor

you

will

not kill, nor

be dishonest.

You

would find it easy to love your neighbor
and do him good. No maitéf iow much

money you could make atit when a man
youwould never feel like settingup a
drinking-saloon, or Jaubling place to
ruin the souls and bodies of men, neither

would you sell cigarettes and
for all these
boys and men,
11 of harm to man,
than this, if youlove
Be
all your mind and soul, you

tobacco to
-things are
:
God with
will work

and study because of that love,

and you

will play with a light, happy heart because of that love. . A boy or man who

does right only because he is afraid” of
God's punishment. makes one think of
a whipped dog, and a slave. They are

conversation with him, and told him

and

added

of

temple. After Jesus had finished speaking
his own accord that to do these things, to the people he sat down near one of
the people cast,
**is more than all whole burnt offerings these boxes, and watched
Some rich men put in a
money.
their
in
and sacrifices.”
eat deal . Some were proud and want-'
When Jesus heard his remark, he said Hom have people see how much they
* unto him, “Thou art-not-far from the king- could give, but a poor widow cane up and
dom of God.” He knew in what the put in two mites. Jesus knew she had

_essence of true religion consists. If, now,

lop
apply these princihe would deveand

ples in his own heart and life, he would
be, indeed, a true child of God, a subject

of the everlasting kingdom. The scribe
had a clear knowledge of the most im“4-<7 portant truth that conld come before his

ut in all the money she had.

He called

is disciples and told them about it, and
said,¢* This poor woman hath cast more

in than all they which have cast into the
treasury. Why was it more? Because love
went with it and made it large to God.
Now read while I write, *¢ One cent with
love greater than ten dollars without
love.”

So do not be

discouraged,

little

girl or boy, if you have Jo, much money
: you can make it up in love;
needful
d does not
y be glad that
i
WAYS
Al
principlés he stated so clearly. And Fob)
:
Wer
he ‘seems still to have remained outside of us give lovipgly and cheerfully what we
the kingdom. We know not whether he can and Jesus will count. ita hundred dol
lars more than the gift of some proud man.
or not, and it is to be feared
attention.

It was sufficient. - It was only
that he should act upon the

every first-class Jeweler in the United

of

goods

if

there

they

\g

ever entered

gg

QUINSY,

for

SWELLINGS

such

startled

It

2

place, wholly destitute of fu
a

corner,

streiched the wasted
Wken

the visitor

1

.

of goods,

|

GORHAM M'F'G COMPANY,

Comstipsa

their

origin

former question :

Does your

book

tell

which cleanseth from all sin
He sat down upon the stoo

nent

| 90a;
I
iy

he
At?

me,
sught

p88 her.
‘‘ once,

Being tonic and mildly purgative

I heard

PURIFY

Something

reading

first chapter of the First Epistle
John. The poor creature seemed

Prigg

of St.
to de-

exclaimed, ‘‘ Read more, read more.”
He read the second Shaper =3 slight
noise made him look round; the savage
ruffian had followed him into his mother’s
room, and though his face was partly
perceive
turned.away, the visitor could
tears rolling down his cheeks.
The vis-

itor read the third, fourth and fifth chap-

THE

==

HAY

WAKNER

CORALINE

A woman who was in distress about her

sins went to a’ great many meetings (in
the hope of geting comfort, but did not

said,

‘I found

that. 1 was going to meetihgs instead of
going te Christ; and then I got light.”
She gave up depending on herself, or
and
her minister, or the Fan bo uve
e right to Christ, and he saved her.

to Christ?

Nothing else will save you, -‘ For there
is mone other name under heaven, given

among men, whereby we must be saved.”
4
atonement;

half

of

i§ Tor

the

y

N/

of

Sova

3

| Iie

wer

The great superiority
of Coraline over horn or
& whalebone has induced
‘us to use it¥in all our
leading Corsets.
paid for any corwhich the Coraeaks with six
ordinary wear.

Misses’, $1.00.

ri sale by leading
merchants.
Beware of worthless
imicayions boned with

Pills.

Ayer's Cathartic

For all the Pu oses Of a Family
, Physic.

CURING
y ati vones

sia,

Jaundice,

Indigestion,
, Foul Stom-

rise

and

progress

A YEAR and expenses to
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RE J. Butler, con
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popular book, The

AGENTS
ofall the Presidents A rir U.S. Complete
in one large elegant tlustrated volume. The fastest selling book
Every intelligent\ per:
Immende
profits
to agents,
in Afherica.
Any one can become a successful agent. | Liberal
sonwantsit,

* terms free.

Address HALLETT Book Co., Portland, Maine.

HEALTH PRESERVING
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Is made Perfectly Adjustable
to any form by a new and novel
arrangement
in
construction,
and is the most COMFORT A.
BLE and PERFECT FIT.
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Let.
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Nerve and Brain
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Practical and Analytical Chemists.
+ BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES.
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Committees

lutions, were also appointedy

After sing-

Kingsbury Bachelder, of Lewiston, was introduced and delivered an able address.on

Milliken and
with
replete

Mr. Flanders rendered feelingly

the * Endowment of Educational Institu-

a solo, a verse was sung, Rev. O. D. Patch,
of Me., pronounced the benediction, and
the-Laymen’s Congress closed.

tions.”

ticipation of presenting the address entire

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 16.
_ The Conference of pastors and Christian
workers was~held at 8.30 A. M., and all

thought presented.

thought.

especially sociable. I know not but that
the old are as sociable ; but many a lov-

matters of special concern.

ing, “ Work for the night is’coming”, Mr.

marks by Bro's Russell, Frost, Wade, Fal-

We want more thought.
house and think

The speeches
outlook of much interest.
were limited to five minutes and the re-

the Sab-

and believe that God will do great things
for us. When you go home, think what
more can be done in your church or in your
Sabbath-school. Organize your children ;
lustrated by John 1: 12., by which we
give them a pleasant sounding name—
are given liberty to become sons of God, « Busy Bees,”or ** Little Gleaners.” Let
103 19 by
in connection with Hebrews,
them have good times. From an ‘older
which we are granted boldness or liberty
society, say of young people, and get
to ester into the holiest by the blood of
them to work -for some “definite object.
Christ. The hour was profitably occupied
Bring every part of the church into workby prayer and testimony.
ing order, and we shall surely see results.
At 10.15 The New England AssociaThe addresses were of much profit, and
tion was called to order by Rev. H. J.
a report from the committee on Reafter
White. The Committee on the constituthe services of the New Engsolutions,
tion reported. The report was. laid on
land Association were brought to a close.

Some
‘port was reac and approved.
objects
and
nature
the
ng
regardi
cussion
of the Association having arisen, a committee was finally appointed to take into
consideration the proper aims of the Association and to confer with the committee

rector has added much to the interest of

+ profession or study could be successful
with such brexity. This lack of time is a
great evil. Look at the Jewish dispensa--

We omit

any abstract

faith of his people. him that loved us.” More than conquer.
Do we not lack here? What are to be ors! What manner of saying ig this?
thie results of the precious morning meet- Conquest is a term which implies 5 Ne
ing? If we have true faith we shall not perlative. And yet Paul was not the py,
lack work. The two must go together. to use language simply to Make a song,
Let us go forth and attempt broader work less jingle of words. He certainly ey.

God will honor the

the hour, no opportunity was given for
general discussion.
FRIDAY, AUG. 18.
3
on workers, at9
of Christian
- The conventi

4 Faith a Necessity to the Christian.” The
t Would God that all the Lord’s people were’
service was well attended, and the brethren:
| prophets”, so should all the members of freelye xpressed their views.
The encourage
the Church be workers.
At a little past 10 o'clock, the Associaments of the work and its helpfulness were
to order, Rev. H. J. White
aptly set forth, enforced by Scripture and tion was called
S. Neal led in prayer.
Rev.J.
chair.
the
in
:
illustrated by anecdotes.
annual business
forthe
It being the hour
Mr. C.K. Flanders, Secretary of the Low-

(Continued from. the first page.)

the table until the evening session.

in the-an-

The

Up to going to press we have received

committee on organization reported as
follows: For President, Professor B. F.

to our readers. It-evoked commendations
and some discussion wholly in the line of

Hayes,D.D.;

no account of the Christian Evangelical
Association, and therefore are not able to

Vice Presidents,Revs. H. J.

complete the reports this week a3 we had
ve
hoped to do. -

White, A. T. Salley, and-G.-C. Waterman ; Secretary and Treasurer, Rev. J.
J. Hall; Executive Committee, Rev's C.

Rev. O. D. Patch pro-

personal coptact with young men. I
notinéed the benediction.
believe that three fourths of all our
In the evening, a service of prayer dnd
A, H. Milliken,
drunkards are made so by personal effort. missed not a little the presence of Prof. praise filled the half hour beginning at. A. Bickford, J. J. Hall,
and D. H.
Personal contact is mighty to-day. Young

gave an earnest talk founded on the words

of pray-

of the Saviour, *‘ As the Father hath loved

to

West as a Home Mission field, and our Op-

themselves

to

kind of holy ambition.

Mrs. Cullis.

from many

Every young man

The interest was in-

present.

Eong-

We want young men of self-

How much

of this country.

A very great

ship.”

self in great

‘What opportunities out young men have !
‘And young

women

part through

matter and

‘laws and the history of mankind.

r with his sermons.

its

Nature

and the Word present two parallel lines of

revelation.

can eXe¥t an influence

Consider the first.

Mam gtins

;apon young men for which (o@ will hola dae
ot bis Maker by revoly
them respoasible,.
The piety.
(¥¢ tender
All s¢ience reveals Him. ‘The fNowets,
voice of weman, can do much to’ save
sea, the Sipkisyg Sub, and. eit Experiences
young men.
is
-ceveal Him. Nature is pregnant with the
TUESDAY,

At

8.30,

the

ATG.

conference

workers assembled

with

| Deity; and as men have advanced in their

15.

of

dtiderstariding of Nature, they have at the
sapié time advanced in their knowledge of
God. Nature thus supplements the Script.

Christian

Prof.

Hayes

in

the chair.
Si
wee
After singing and several prayers, Prof.
Dunn spoke of Sanctification.
To understand sanctification, the nature of depravity must be knewn.
Man is an animal.
He

is

four-fold,

havieg

a

material,

‘ures. The Bible gives, and can give, but
an imperfect idea of God's attributes com-

pared with what we gather from Nature.
Every one; ther, who discovers a new
law, or better explains an old one, enlarges our understanding of God. “Those

in-

stinctive, intellectual, and moral nature.
Man became guilty by violation, and there
as a disturbance and: want of symmetry.

sciences that deal with Nature are essen-

The mind becoming deranged, the body alOne is born with a deranged in-

born, the problem

depravity.

is to sin.

jealously opposing

and final explanations.
But not only through mature has God
spoken.
ITe-has also revealed himself by

stint, with 4 Saranged intellect—not with
guilt, but with a natural

Instead, therefore,

of fearing science and

it, let ms watch eagerly its developments
and wais till we possess its fullest and

a 8 deranged, and man became subject to

death.

tial aids to holiness.

Thus

In correction,

special

man must change.
Oa repentance, God
pardons. This is a governmental.
When

setting apart—in this sense Jesus Christ was
sanctified—is dbne in two ways:
1. We
sanctify ourselves, get habits of religious
gpart to
life. The more one sets himself
God's service, the more consecrated he is.

to the early

patriarchs as ata later time.

Af length,

characterless;

perfection.
that

sets

sanctification,

It is n consecrating

us

sanctifying

apart

more

teningto it, the soul and

fleld is

power

destroy

Will

the

the

a Spirit.

animal?

ure. The body is alive, but kept under.
"Religion
will not. kill the-appetites. Will
ately

~~

necessarily.

In

hights, the carnal
away

at

once,

Not immedigreat

the tastes, so may the Holy

tification affects
mind,

It may

the

be taken
may

Spirit.

body

be useful in

Sanc-

the

sometimes remove disease,

the world.

The

"

H. K. Clark,of Rel.

0

ne Se
"vn

an

leaders in the Church of Christ; and volun:
ate

wanted.
i.

Yo

As

The continuous

fined possibilities of intellectual and moral

~-an age of workMor the brain as well as for
the hand; and we have a call for laymen
to work. : This is sanctioned by the Wora
of God. There taust be workers as well as
teers

Man’s knowledge

pacity which shall forever increase. What
a vista through which to view the unde-

development!, Any horried and fragmenta

ry report must

Moses exclaimed,

fail to convey a just idea

of the clear thought and forcible expression of this discourse.

Laymen’s Work for the Church. ,This is
3

season

k

After singing by the quartette of “I am
Waiting”, the benediction was pronounced
by Rey.R. I Frost.
|

THURSDAY,

is

virtually

over.

it

That

What

paradox.

is the truth

There are different kinds or grades o; |

conquest according

to the different oy.

jects and aims which men may have, 5, °
Solomon said, he that ruleth his spirit j,
better than he that taketh a city, Cop.
quest may, indeed, be a term which ip,
plies a superlative, but there are certajy. .
ly differect kinds of conquest—lower o
higher according to the nature of the epg
attained ; and he whose city is taken may
be a conqueror in a superior. sense(o thy

illustrated by him who takes it.
Now Paul, as quoted above, uses tj
word conqueror in a lower, in theordiy

ry and worldly, sense.
Solomon

meant;

He means wid :

though we saffer every

outward, material adversity and loss, |
and defeat, we are still conqueror
if we are not subdued in spirit,

in faith,

in hope and ia love; we are conquerors
jn a far higher sense than they who have

bas

more than conquerors after the type of
this world.
:
First, because, in our conquest, we

have honored God. Not every conqueror,
in the worldly sense, does this. Bacond:
ly, because we have gained what is of the

highest advantage to ourselves for time
and eternity. Not every conqueror, of
the ordinary

type,

because, in our

does this.

conquest;

Thirdly,

We

have

brought help and blessing to others. The
ordinary conqueror may be a curse to his
kind.

How many men there are with whoni 3
victory that is merely material and tem:
poral, perhaps a commercial success af

been a successful one is a matter of com“has been whatever hazard or cost, i8 the whole
mor consent. The attendutice
aim and object of life's best efforts. Why
very much larger than last year. At
will they not more consider that every
filled
been
has
some services the Temple
conquest,
no matter how proper in it
with people. All the exercises, it is be- self, no matter how much they haw
lieved, have been both pleasant and prof-’
desired it, no matter how long they have
We do not
itable to an unusual degree.

senti-

ment of the words sung ; secondly, speak
be
as to
so
plainly
the: words
sing? Let
shall
Who
understood.
a quarby
led
sing,
tke people
speaker
The
voice.
single
a
or
tette
would have only Christians sing in the
choir or solos, where this is possible, but
¢ a) events bave only these whose moral

. the programme
believe

has exténded

stélven for it, no matter how

well mes

it to his followers.

the complever course at Hillsdale. We
must, farthermore, have & paper to repre-

AUG. 17,

The 8.30 meeting was in charge of Prof.
B. F. Hayes, who presented the theme of

upis a spirit out there'thas inspires
lifts. We are building
and dedicating
k
|
hey
4 sop
more ‘and more
us your

hire

prayers,

‘each year.

your

Cive]

sympathy,

money and your young men!

The

yonr

address

closed with. a few touching and deeply
impressive words relativeto the gpeaker’s
personal interest in thtngork he represent.
ed and iis dévotios to it.” The whole address,

thus

meagerly sketched,

plete with stimulating

thought

was

re-

and pow.

erful appeal.

Rev. J. F. Locke, also of Minnesota,
was present, and in response to a call ads

ded a few words in the line of the subject
presented. On account of the latencss of

beyond comat, be defeated in: the wnder-

A.commodions

hotel

is also}

God has sevhis

God takes us as part-

what shall it profit

him?

Better,

times |

takings of the fields and the markets, than
destroy the integrity of the soul, and
break up the foundations of its peace
and blight its fair prospects: for eternity.
There is; lot us say it, an exultant joy
which even worldly victories can give the
soul ; there is:a rapture known by con-

quering’ spivitain the fields. and. marts,
that might fitly be the sppreme object of
human strivings, were there nothing finer,
higher, mere enduring ; bas suppose your
‘conqueror in.these arenas remains still an

come better-acquainted and more firmly | "0forgiven sinner, a slave to-base motives

Think of our asso-

united as .a. people, and fore ardently in- ‘and Lo his fierce and

all-devouring

pas

terested in all the work which God has | ions—what then *
committed10 our hands, every dollar tha | "It is a beautiful conception of oriental
is expended at she Park is a wise invest- | faith, and:as true asy it is beautiful, that
ment and: will yield retwrn to the advan- ‘the angels, bending dbove a soul departi compuinn with this? Our divine
tage of *all our church Work and beneve- ling from earth, asks—net, How much
Helper gives his own aid so that we are
‘lent uadertakings. We hope hereafter | wealth or. fame has he aequired?—bat,
pot alone. Thinkof what God has done. to.touch upon some: of the topics presens- What good deeds does he leave behind
“The civilizdlion of the world to-day is a ed by several important papers read at him? Better is it to sabdue the evil withgrand trophy of divine favor and work. the recent meetings.
in us,\and by faith, by prayer, by obedibrid
What darkness before Christianity, but
ence to God, by good works, rise to enter

cap start young men and prepare them: for

‘terly fall. But, sald the speaker, L
discouraged.. I am full of faith.

cess, in the end he will lose his soul, and

ences which gather at the Park. A considerable number of lots have been sold
lately, and new cottages will be erected anto be created for the cenvenience and:
comfort oft transient visitors. We rejoice
in all these-evidenees of prosperity ands
growth, because they carry the warrant
of good. w0-all our-churches and new.inspiration in all our work as a people.
The highest:and: best ends are kept constantly in view, and so we earnestly pray.
for God’s blessing upon this novel and
vigorous enterprise. If by it we can be-

ners into the work. IL is honor heaped
on honor that we should be thus permitted to do this- work.

a year, the ocean breezes amid the influ

other year.

‘own seal upon the work,and now entrasts

least twenty years, but a school where we

and genemous fioancial aid... We must
have it ox 1086 our opportunities and w=

ge

We need at least a week in whichto decide

THE OCEAN PARK MEETINGS.
They are at length ended. The second

es in this work—the apostles, the
formers, brave missionaries !| The work
grasp and held the gnickening intellectual
energies of those growing masses. We to be done is inspiring. A world to be
redeemed! What are buman enterprises
also need a sechool—not a.eeliege yet, foras

indicative of the coming glories of Divine
revelation are the comparatively feeble be-

address by Mr. M. B. Critcheétt, President
of the Y.M. C. A. of Concord, N. H., on
at

tian work. David with his harp exorcised the evil spirit from the heart of Saul.
In answer to the question,” What shall we
sing? the speaker said, Sing the gospel
first, last, and always; couple the sweetest melodies with the simple gospel
truths. How shall we sing? was an-

works for no sordid end.

ours, except that you baptize the wax the
Scriptures say!” We need:several things,
as a people, in: the fap Wess. We need,
first of all, men, educated ministers, pos—
sessing power and eonsecration. We have
room for smch and: san: sustain them. We
must have a ministoy equalito the best, to

the way fw the Son aud all our other pablications.
Finally, wé mast have prompt

revelation can be limited only by man’s ¢a-

Dann.

with

are just like

Even thus. little

vance shall ever be made.

hour closed

The 10.0’clock meeting opened

The perfee-

of God is not only still incomplete, but it
will be so generations hence, though ad-

At9.30, the devotional meeting was led
Wy

Disobedienee

It is progressive.

ginnings of the present.

with prayer for consecration by Rev. J.
Boyd, and benediction by Prof.

is:

Christ

This is to be se-

pleted superstructures!

but it is not necessarily expected. It
helps by stimulating the mind, and. the
general rule is that the sanctified man will
+

of

cated the fullness and glories of the com-

affect

through

character

as

“Ilike your views; they

How little the mere beginnings of those sent us amd hold us. together, a weekly
magnificent Middle Age cathedrals ra ; tht is in our midst and that, may prepare

spiritual

appetite may

Circumstances

the

Assistant Editor.

whether we can use contfibuliousla ‘ag@. length,
We have a large corps of pald éditorial at special
contibutors and cannot pay for articles contributed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.

essential to the highest success in Chris-

the

CYRUS JORDAN,

uses the
here?

achieved, perbaps over us, a merely
material and formal victory; we ar

C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.

pose.

Old

tion of heaven depends upon man’s capaeity for progress; and if character is progressive, thea indeed must the Divine revelation be continuous and progressive.

Not the animal natuge, but the sinful natit kill the carnal appetites?

be-

come more susceptible {o impressions.
Hence, the singing of the gospel becomes

swered, first, in harmony with

AUGUS r 23, 1882.

++ gag All communications desightd for publication
should be addressed tothe Editor, ati! a)l letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., 8 otld be.
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Con:
tributors will please write only on ene side of
to mail
their paper and not roll it preparatory
address, not
They must send full ngme and
ing.
return
cannot
We
publication.
for
necessarily
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that pur.

and while lis-

conscience

WEDNESDAY,

presses a great truth, as always whey p,

may speak of it, mo matter how mueh,
through too many days, but possibly it for the time,it enraptures the sonl,—every
would be better another year to have—
conguest that has not been won in accordnot fewer distinct services each day, but
|
ance with righteousness, that does net
fewer separate papers and— addresses in
:
*.
good.
7°
ciamacter
+ the aggregate. The Association will find honor God, purify the heart, and bles
a perishable and vain thing.
the address, was a praise it better, we think, in the long run, ‘mankind,
It
is
a
bubble
that, however beaatital, inucted by Mr. Mowlton.
both for itself and for the great.
Rev. €. DD. Dudley read a est possible effectiveness of the meetings descent, wearing the stolen raiment of
sting and timely paper om that are held, not to lose sight of the idea heaven, will be shattered by the test of
rations.” Since it is to be of rest in the conduct of mauers at the the Judgment. The man who tore dow.
- prbesr making any report . Park.
how fast this region is filling up and deThat state of things is surely not his barns and built greater ia which
pack his increasing wealth may have sc
ned to with marked at- desirable which shall give just ground
veloping.
The statistics (some of which
were given) av
im
ving.
ihe g
rrovoked some discussion ‘for any complaint that the Park is no quired his success Iawlully, as the world,
ering forr
¥
y
mative, we are glad to be- |
to go to for rest. Itis desirable to goes; but the terrible announcement
sain
nat in the work make it she very place of ail others for came at length, * Tholi-.fool, this nightman wo
1 ata bil
t.
our people to visit for rest as well as tor thy soul shall be required of thee.” The
the | Will have its avogion
©
evening
the
vo
service
»nal
that; bus what religion
al) the other desirable ends that are pro- man who built his house on’ the sand msy
tual irretigion—ful = =adelity,
>d by Rev. Mr. Lothrop.
been have reared a goodly structure, indicative
have
sermons
Some
posed.
| hroaekies - #0d immoral imflmences.
A
may have
preached
and
addresses
delivered
that of worldly .-prospepity; men
sons were present who were
things move ultimately here, so will the:
“on
s, and “4°¥ were powerfol for good and will long be greatly admired it; he may have exulted
shape themselves in all-the land. Clan
Ag
ins, 40 their remembéred.
Such men as Professors over it; but when the. storm:came it fell.
ors
fer
liberty there mean
licens.
Duos
and -Huyes-and Dr. Ball have done and great was the fall of it. He who
New England is in danger to-day from th
IF, Lai hase OD
was callexcellent serviee. President Cheney,of runs raay read the lesson.
monstroas evile that exist in their begins
by the President, Professor Bates Gollege, was predentin the per- ...Consider that if there is such a thing
nings in the inchoate West, and whi
¢* which Mrs. Hills delivered
formance of his duties as presiding offi- being more than a conqueror, there is, in
must be checked and destroyed by t
Fo wanes
pn the elaims of sur India
cer duming the meetings of the Associa- "a similar sense, a worse thing than being
Christian church.
What a field for Hot
_ She commenced by speaking of
tion. We were glad to welcome the defeated. There are persons whe dread
Mission werk!
How great its possibillthefieed of rest to our missionaries, and
Rev.
A. A. Smith, Editor of the Free Bap- defeat in worldly undertakings more than
ties and’ how imperative its demands’ Re— the wisdom of having a suifimer retreat.
fist,
who
came sixteen hundred miles to they dread death; but there is: something
digious work can be ¢
d on there at for hem.
She referred to ‘the faet that
speak au earnest and effective word for far worse than such defeat. The sacrifice
much less expense then
®here; often one
the subject has awakened considerable
the great West.
We hope, another year, of sacred principle is werse,. In any way
dollar can be made
to do the work of ten.
interest among the friends of our missionto
see
at
the
Park
a larger number of the to wrong another or add to his hardships,
Our opportanity, as a denomination, in aries. Mrs. Hills next spoke of the imand Mis sorrows, it
brethren
from
New
York and the West. bis temptations
this western region is ample. Scattered porance of a reinforcement of our Foreign
worse. Disloyalty to Ged, to the truth,
What
better
place
to
visit.once
a
year
members of New England homes are to be Mission, paid a glowing tribute te: the
«shan this delightful denominational ren- and to divine ebarity, is worse than mafoand im large aggregate numbers.
Ionnoble life and work of Miss Crawford,
and
dezvous by the Atlaatic suef? It will do terial adversity and overthrow, foi though.
dreds smd thowsands of persons,
young
urged the importance of earnest prayer
by such disloyalty one should gain a sucand old, reared amid ¥'.. Baptist influences
for more men.
: Ee our far-away brethren good to sniff, once

is the cause of all our woes. The third
phase of the Divine personal imearnation
is the entrance of Christ into the heart as

influence

fully.

the

be regarded

cured by obedience to God.

and sapctification is not synonymous with

:

and
pre-Mosaic

to be developed in him.

If asked, wis second converdone after

the

man at regéneration may

sion? say, Why not a nineteenth? There
to be

Moe Js an essential

loves harmony of sound,

opening there and asking the prayers‘and
the help of all Christians.
It is afleld in
which the great entérprises and the religious interests of this laud are soon to center. By the West he would mean the im-

Teo illustrate
incarnate him into the race.
and emphasize this point, citations were
Every
made from the epistles of Paul.

This may be

generic or specific. The divine work may
It
be deeper at one time than at another.
Can it come
is the power from on high.

is work

He

known

the natural,

tion means to cleanse and to set apart.
Cleansing takes .place in regeneration.
The work is wholly done, the moral character is pure, and the sinner jastifiel. The

at once?

manifestations.

He said:

are there in all she growing villages and
The next address was given by Mus.
cities. Churches-that neglect their westFernald,who
said: The dignity of Chrissupplewas
God
ern
fleld
and
removed
children
are:
re|
of
Testament revelation
tii labor is-no new theme, neither do I
mented and largely advanced by the incar- | creant to their highest. duty. Our doc-!
purpose offering any novel ideas relating
trines are _remarkably well accepted in the
divides baman
nation—an event which
to it. ~ But D wish te show the wisdom: of
|
Northwest,
and
the
indications
clearly
are’
furis,
there
Bat
parts.
two
history into
thermore, a second incarnation of God, that, especially among the great middle ¢ourage and hopein this work. It is a
call for labor coming to all persons. It
through Christ, in human thought and. classes, we have excepsionally good opcharacter. The chief aim of the gospel is portunities. Our teachings and practices comes not to: aid in physical maladies,
really less to declare the coming of Christ dre welcomed. Said: a Methodist, after ‘but it brings-a bales for the soul and ento men, than to build up Christ in men, to: listening to a F. Baptist doctrinal sermon,
deavors to uplift fallen humanity. It

he pardons, he regenerates.
Then sanctification completes the work.
Sanctifica-

+ 2.-By the Spirit of God.

ante-Mosaic

was probably as well

introduced:

service. It has
eleméntin any religions
een recognized in every religion, and
especially in the Christisp religion. Man

do you think General Grant thought of ness, though no rain ff. At7.30, a prayerhis salary when leading his army to fight meeting was conducted by Rev. E. P.
Moulton; of N. H. At 8 o'clock, Rev. H.
the enemy?
And
the times demand,
J.
White, first vice-president of the AssoChrist demands, the church demands,
mense belt of land bounded by the Missisciation, took tke chair.
The singing was
men of more eonscience than mere policy.
sippi and the Missourt and its tributaries,
farnished by a cquartette of male voices,
I believe utilitarianism to be the curse of Messrs. Clark, Dudley, Flagders and Moul- extending from the North, southwest to"
the age. Man's
pbligation springs from ton; and was very pleasing. Rev. R. D. the foot of the Rocky Mts. and the banks
relationships spl
from the results of Frost read the first chapter of Hebrews of the southern rivers. This vast territohis actions.
t we need is young and offered prayer. The preacher of the Ty contains the beginnings of populous
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hard for Eastern people to understand
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devotion and self dbnegation.
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W.
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cast the ballotof the Association for these
officers and they were declared elected.
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power.
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the light has eome!
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MORE THAN CONQUERORS.
the mansionsof whieh Jesus has told us,
Few words, if any, stand higher in the than $0 be the victor of ‘a thousasd con‘are dispersing
the darkness of the earth. estimation of men, than such as conquest, flicts unjustly waged or the guilty bar
‘Think also of the rewards promised to triumph, victory. They expréss that for | gainer
for power and<praise that heaven
the Christian laborer—not only a hund- | which, in some form, everybody is striv- can not sanction.
kis
4
red fold in this present life, but great and ing. Taking ‘“arms against a sea of
If we aim to be more than conquerors
deep spiritual blessings, and in the world | troubles”—to use the faulty metaphor of through Him who loves us, there shall
|to come glory and immortality. What a Shakespeare
; facing all obstacles, and come no temptation without also a procallto Christian faithfulness!
contending with adverse forces,—what vided way of escape, ' No menacing danMrs. Burlingame next addwessed the man who truly lives is not: bent upon} ger shall he able to thwart us. No burousness arose and the rays of thie light

‘|

meeting, giving ‘‘ An Outlook and a Review.” Mrs.” Burlingame took up the
call from India which came from Mrs.
Phillips for more men to be

iohieving a conquest

sent there.

She next referred to the appeal from the
South and the righteousness of that appeal. And the earnest plea of the. West

was brought before us that ** our God will’
If the supply

does not come there is a lack somewhere.

kind or

attainment of this object is a conquest or
vietory. Every one knows what this

dens shall be able to crush the soul.

No

afflictions shall rob us of our - peace and
embitter our lives; for we shall have
learned the glorious secret of turning their

bitter into sweet; and

we

shall

know

means, and the thought is one that thrills that while they are but for a moment,

wag not forgotten. The promise of God |

supply all your needs.”

of one

another? The true zest of life, as one
has said, is an absorbing object ; "and the

us...
they shall work out for us an eternal
A singular expression is that which the weight of glory ; for all things work toapostle Paul uses in his letter to the Ro- gether for-good to them that love God.
mans:

“In all these things (tribulation,

| ete.)
we are more than conquerors through

Even in tribulations, distresses, persecutions, famine, nakedness, perils, we are

ly

ro

“

a
1

Pe
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New England college is rapidly growing 4.
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to
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:
ask you a questionP*
*¢ Certainly.”
¥ After thirteen months of peril
and suffer‘Pray, sir, don’t you think God governpenance, and an utter renunciation of all ing, he reached Goa, his destined
field of ed the world very well before you came
that makes life pleasant.
How this labor. Here he soon discovered that
into it?"
worthy gentleman, this refined and lux- the greatest obstacle to the
conversion of
or
“Undoubtedly.”
the heathen was the wickedness
urious scholar, must have shrunk from
of his
*¢ And pray, 8ir, don’t you think that he
the sack-cloth, the scourge, and the fast- Catholic
g0tin(rymen, A greed for gold
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:
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restraints
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-shrink.. His handsome person had once of civilized society
were wanting to
* Then, sir, pray excuse me, but don’t
been his pride, and to mortify. this body shame them into the semblance
of deand atone for this sin, he tied cords cency.
Xavier. was appalled “by their you think you mayas well trust him to
govern it as long a¢ you are in jt?”
around his arms and legs till they cor- vices, and with impassioned eloq
uence he
To this question Whitelock had. nothroded into ‘the flesh.
plead
with
them to tarn from their sins.
Twice his pening to reply, but tarning about, soon fell
ances brought bim to the verge of the The neglected children of these peopl
e
dg summoned to embark.
grave, In what was supposed to be hig were the objects of his deep solitude. Bare asleep, till he
last hour, he was borne into the public headed and clothed like an eremite from —Journal and Messenger.
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the minister of salvation to peris
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ball at the seige of Pampaleena. He
_ arose from his bed of Suffering the avowed
. soldier of Christ. Renouncing
the world,

he fled to a cave where he fisted and
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cigars are free from vanilla; the fillings

ettes also cascarilla bark.- But the best
imitator of tobacco flavor is valerian; by
the use of vanilla and valerian the poorest
stems may be made to answer for fair to-

bacco.

Besides these ingredients, potato

leaves, sugar, potash,

tamarinds,

anise<

seed, gum, and other articles are used.

To make cigars burn freely, ammonia
is used, and they are soaked ing saltpetre ;

this chemical is said to make the young
old with dispatch. The intoxicating effect
of some cigars is due to the addition of
rum, or a solution of sulphuric ether and
bromide of potassium.— Christian Intell-

gencer.
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and misuse of the English

language by the’
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the New Testament.

an enviable reputation in this line
gained years ago by his‘ Dean's

and other writings.

, |

Mr. Moon

of Wor. .
English”

He is inclined to ocoasion-

al captiousness and arrogance in his style, and
is too often utterly regardless of considerations

which should modify his criticisms; neverthe

less, he makes it clear that, in the main,

he is

right. No student of the Revision can afford
to miss reading this work. It is valuable, two,

as a help to the acquisition of grammatical ex-

actness in the use of language, It affords a
healtful stimulus to the critical faculty. We,

would like to see the

whole

of

Mr.

Moon's

works bound together in a single com pact volume and
circulated widely among young

students.
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This book is ** for the consideration of those

| ho, having

become unsettled in faith, are

willing to read both sides of a question, feeling

that

truth has nothing to

t

So

fear from investiga

far as arguments of the Voltuire,

Volney, Paine, and Ingersoll type have contributed to the unsettling of faith in the Bacr

Scriptures, so far this work is adapted to bel

in'its reconstruction. For the common mind,
and especially, though not solely, for the

young, itis a good antidote to the poison of

skeptical teachings.

It is, withal, interesting _

readiog—not hady,
rd
repellin
, g, but attractive, juicy, and engrossi

ng. The Appendix by
Mr. Hastings, comprising nearly thirty pages,
enhances
the interest and value of the work.
It cannot fail to do good. Pastors, Suudsy-

school

will

teachers,

find

and

all

Christian

it one of the most

workers,

desirable

and

effective of volumes to put inte the bands of

young persons just beginning to think for
themselves on the great subjects of religiot

and salvation.

‘We commend it to all.
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his soul for his future *
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England.
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0
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Catholic says,“ baffling an army of fifty dollars, and the twee Of twenty-five -A&.to their English rendering, they made as
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fiends"—he
sailed
to the populous Por- dollars, for the two essays which shall few alterutions in the Authorized Version as
or in civil life, but to tell of the love of
toguese
port
of
Malgeca.)
He found this best show to the young the evils of the consistent with faithfulness. But they searchIn the ancestral castle of a family of Christ, and
to proclaim through his blood
Such prizes offered in ed diligently for the best Greek text.
place sunk even lowlgr itwickedness than tobacco habit.”
martial “renown this child of destiny pardon
and salvation to the wretched and
Goa. Stern and awful j thp words of America would set many to thinking and | The Reviser formed a comprehensive comwas born in the year 1506. He grew up idolatrous
people who Were dyingin their
the Hebrew prophet i¥ the streets of to speaking and to writing on this sub- pany. They represented scholarly men of vaamong the sunny vine-clad slopes of the | sins. He
went forth like the first apos- Nineveh, his voice was .eard above the ject, and would result, we doubt not, in rious creeds. They were confined to no one
Pyrenees, nourished in all the chivalric tles, without
The revision of the New Testament
purse or scrip. He was degreat good. If a crusade is not started church.
din gfgrade in the crowed bazars, call_ instidets-of his heart by the heroic tradi- pendent on
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against
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get
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tions of his name. He would have glad- the bread
ing on men to repent aid-‘tarn to God.
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at
first
with
manufacture
ship cordage, and the suffering of seayielded to the earnest wish of his parents,
laughter and scorn ; of long the vil- many parts of the land, as will not speed- a Greek text. Schism cannot wrongly trans.
sickness was increased by all, his surlate the Greek. This isa matter, like math
and embraced the pursuit of letters. He
est profligates began to
quail before his ily be shaken off. When the Denver
ematics, in which denominationalism cannot
roundings.
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can
say:
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large
proportion
early rose to distinction, and at the age
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of the female population (of Denver) ‘are one thing considered t its own color. The
“of twenty-two, was elected Professor of
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Philosophy in the University ‘of Paris. when scurvy broke out on the vessel he and the voice of confession and prayer smokers,” and, *‘ It ia not an uncommon senting many schools of theological opinien,
The ardent youth of the French capital ministered with the utmost devotion to was heard instead of the sounds of revelry thing to see a social gathering where both was absolute truthfulness in setting forth. the
sexes freely indulge in the delights of the Holy Writings. This principle was at the root
thronged about hjs Chair, and hung en- the sick, performing the humblest and and cursing.
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It is not my will, Lord, but Thine.

since
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sion with passionate sobs,

the grave

passed

all

within you.”

And as death’s mystery closed him round,

centuries have

sim-

He heardithe perishing millions crying to
him for help. Loyola, ever'ready to use

Whe can.its mystic secret tell?

Three

His aim was direct and

of the heathen worid pressed on his heart.

What lies beyond the unseen veil?

The ransomed soul shall surely

that
pos-
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Their need
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he was told of the abject
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come up in the
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After a year of arduous

ple.
The conversien of souls secured
all to which he aspired, the glory of
Christ, the extension of the church, and
the good of the human race. The wants
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and
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fellowship of saints and
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toil and tears and blood; and he
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and talent, of edge of their language he spoke
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Scott,
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salvation of men.”
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In midst of all the geod I see.
Such life my better being scorns.
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the only way

influence dissolute men were brought to
repentance,and from the very lowest depth

of ‘the church, the

extension

the

Christ,

Alas, alas, for lives that be!
Thy loving-kindness closes me about,
And yet I stand almost a living doubt

enormity
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The Vital Issues onthe Sabbath Question.
Pertinent Discussions and Practical Work

finely engraved. The preface is written by
I. A. Froude. In 1849, Mr. Carlyle wrote in

Published by request of the Internation
Sabbath Asso ation. Lauer & Yost, Cleve:
land, Ohio. Priée,25 cents; $2.00 per dozen.

way, or any way,

vote
4 column to the expression of thoughts
suggested by this timely and valuable panm-

This volume opens with a portrait of Carlyle,

his journal‘ Am thinking
of a tour in Ireland: unhappily have no call I desire that
but am

driven

out “some.

whither (just now) as by the point of bayonets
at my back”

This on the

17th.of

May.
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the 11th. of Nov., the same year, he wrote'in

his

diary,

spectacle.
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*

*

to

Tle
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whole

*
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country

Alas} The Irish problem
has
solved since that day. ‘Successive

phlet.

It is packed fullof interesting and prac-

tical discussion of the evil of Sabbath desecrs-

tion, and should have a wide circulation.
Ugly" ~The Politeal Situation, Past, Present and

figures

in my mind like a ragged coat; one huge
gar’s gabardine, not patched or patchable
longer.”

We wish we had the time and space to. de

begany

not been
Ministries.

Future,

Comprising a series

of Editorials

which have recently appeared in the Lancaster (N. H.) Republican. Printed at the Iepublican office. Vigorous and “stimulating
discussions.
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have tried their policy, which has not been
that recommended by Mr, Carlyle. The book
is written in Mr. Carlyle's peculiar style.<full
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the revelation is, to say the least, very
uestionable. Hence the argument fora
Divine revelation is conclusive and irresistible.
\
Thus it will be seen that we meet the
‘“ molecule” in all our investigations,
whether in physics or morals; and wo
matler how small the = dimensions to
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est and best interests.
Hence there
shouldbe no conflict between Science and

patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
accompany the copy at the rate of four cents

per line of eight words.

F erses are inadmissible.

titic-theories

have. no

other. foundation

to appear

plausible, and

the

willing

minds and hearts of unregenerated

men

of twelve had visited a police

80 belabor her that he was bound over to
keep the peace. We are not at all sure
that John was not right in theory, howeverhe may have trafsgressed in prac-

MARRIAGE IN CHINA.
Among

tice.

the pure Chinese, and especial-

ly among the higher classes, the affair is

We should all be

glad, no

doubt,

to see our daughters restored to the con-_
ition of innocence and modesty which
was once supposed to belong to little
girls yet in the nursery. But how. is it to
be brought about? There is no putting
emancipated’and cursed Eve back into-

a much longer and more. serious one,
escape the logical necessity of a religion From the almost Turkish strictness with
which constantly condemns their per- which females are seclnded, it is comparsistent rebellion against God. he atively rare that a couple see each other
previousto betrothal, and' still more so
truth is, much.of the present scepticism
is simply unwillingness to surrender self that there should be any acquaintance befor the indwelling Christ.. Men are lov- Ween them. This has given rise to the
ers of themselves, and not of God. They necessary employment of a character
seek their own glory, and care nothing equivalent to the bazvalan or ‘marriage-

readily accept these theories, in order

court out

of curiosity, procured ‘a rattan and did

DOO

than the vivid imaginations of sothe very
sifted writers. The theories are made

many of those traits that go to makKeéup the’
expression of a well rounded Christian life.
Hospitable almost to a fault, many of the laity
and ministry can testify to the many pleasant
hours spent in his home. Five years before

anxious father, John Sweeney by name,
who, finding that bis motherless daughter

Revelation, but they should support each
claims to know, not to speculdte.
And | other in a common effortto educate and
vet many of our modern sceptical, secien- bless mankind.—Chris. Commonwealth.

to

paradise,
are

and

the apples

nowadays

thrust

which

she

into. our

ate

conversion and ever since, the Star has been a
constant and welcome visitor in his house. For
more
than a year he had been a constant, but
patient sufferer, Heart disease being his ailment, he expected any moment to be called
away.
Many times he said * only waiting,”
but while he waited he was always ready to
speak words ‘of comfort to Christians and
words of warning to the unconverted.
A
wife, five children and many friends mourn
their-loss. The funeral services were conducted by the writer, assisted by Elders Higgins,
|.Lash and Sutton. Text, Heb. 11: 10.
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Now,
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to.
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form

which

examine

ne

the

plus

ulra of scientific inquiry, we find such
order, system, symmetry, and evident
design that we canoot doubt they were
manufactured. But this hypothesis requires an intelligent architect and maker
to produce what we everywhere behold
at the very point where we cease to walk
by sight. = Hence it is much less difficult
here to just step into the region of faith,
and go on to reverence and adore the

our

present

keepini , a
juroiore

which

knowl-

edge and that world which lies beyond.
ake even the matter of a future state,
and we cannot walk with assurance without a revelation. Some of the old" writors seem to have had faint intimations of
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ever Socrates, Plato
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the probability
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Vining.—A. Z. Vining died at his residence
in Plainville, Ill., August 7, from internal rupture; being almost 75 years of age. Bro. Vining was born in Granby, Hartford Co., Conn.
He moved.o Ill. in 1834 and settled in Payson
township, Adams Co. He laid out the town
of Plainville, in which he lived till his death.
He was not converted till he was 53, but from
that time was steadily faithful to the cause of
Christ. He built. a house of worship at his
own expense, besides being a liberal supporter
of his church. ~He gave freely to the instituions of his church.
He was twice married.
lis last wife, and four children by his first,
tarvive him.
His loss, both- by the church
snd the community, will be felt as that of alAnost no other man.
His last sickness was
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J., wife of James

and daughter
of ‘Joseph. and Lucy J. Boyd,
diedin Wentworth, N. H., July 5, aged 18
ears and 9 months,
Three years ago she” was
the ideas and subjects which reach them
aptized by the writer and joined the So.
there.
When. they -have passed out of Wentworth
church, of which she has been a
babyhood they are dismissed to school,
worthy member.
she bore her long sickness
where they learn good or evil, as paid
with great patience and passed away in good
| teachers or their companions choose.
had been married
Let hope of eternal life. She
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any one observe the groups of flaunting
obliged
to
see.
the
bridal
robes
exchanged
| half-grown girls on their way to school in
for the sick couch and the winding sheet. This
| the cars, the over-dressed croquettish l-isthe fourth time in seven months that death
| Misses sent out to parade the streets and
has entered the home of our dear Brother and*{~
| display their clothes on a fine afternoon, Sister Boyd, Three daughters and a little
and listen to their- conversation, and he granddaughter have passed away.
Truly
ill not wonder at their escapade into theirs is a house of mourning. May God bless
the afflicted family and give them grace to be
marriage or a worse fate.
It is not book publishers who are to more than conquerors through Jesus Christ.
blame; it is not playwrights; it is not The funeral service from the text selected by
the aftlicted mother, ** Though he s'ay me yet
French bonnets or irish nurses.
They,
will'I trust in him,” wés conducted by the
furnish what the public demand of them.
| T he one thing needed to give us a gen- writer and attended by a large congregation.
C. W. NELSON.

then, finding their entrance beyond ef- the broker to obtain from each a tablet
fectually barred by the molecule, they at containing the name, age, date and hour
of birth, ete. These are then taken to a
once resort to theory for the help they diviner
and compared, to see if the union
feel they need. This thé6Ty soon takes
the place of fact in their system, and be- promises happiness; if the answer is facomes practically both a scientific and vorable (and crossing the palm with siltheological' iron bedstead, upon which ver is found to be as effectual with foreverybody must be stretched before he tune-tellers in’ China as it is elsewhere),
has any right to be numbered among the and the gates are: equal, that is, if the
elect who have not bowed the knee to station and wealth of the two families are
sinilar, the proposal is made in due form.
superstition.
ie
1 and,
We have used the term ‘ theological” - The wedding presents are then sent,
- with a full understanding of the position if accepted, the young couple is conin which it is placed. We know it hus sidered as legally betrothed. A lucky
the appearance of being in strange com- day must next be fixed for the’ wedding,
our friend the diviner is called
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understand nor have 00s
oto athethestyloothair-dress
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hired girls; they swarm in halls of

your ‘accredited embassador. There is,
however, one preliminary point to be ascertained. Has your ictended the same

tr femoeterof Sok bis, dnd
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ceived from the doctors of science.
what shall we say for these doctors
themselves? Are they not guilty of the
. same ¢in which they charge to the account of theological speculators? Among
what class of men do we-find more downright dogmatism than our modern physicists? They press nature until her ** last
hiding-place is no larger than the one-

IN ORTEWOOI, SEM INARY—Northwood Ridge

or
If you

babies’

-Pitman.—Daniel
Pitman died in Barnstead,
mouths before their teeth are grown.
N. H., May 29, 1882, aged 75 years, 7 months,
He professed religion 39 years ago
fashionable and
would-be
fashionable. 4 days.
and died with a’ good hope.
Blessed are the
broker of ancient Brittaoy, to Mr. Foy's circles the poor little infants are dragged "dead who die in the Lord,
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for Him who died to redeem them. =
to
balls
as
soon
as
they
are
weamed,
and
Nutter.—Also in Barnstead, June 13, 1882,
""'4#d just here we are reminded of a Parisian Matrimonial Agency Office, or converted into hot- pressed little ‘men and
Lucy J., wife of James Nutter, aged 70 years.
very singular phase of the discussion: be the daily marringe advertisements of our women.
The books farnished to them,
She experienced religion almost.50 years ago
tween many scientists and theologians. | ©W0 pupers. If your wish is for mar- | the matinee entertainments provided for and
was baptized by Elder David Garland.
The scientists elaig‘that theologians fre. riage in the abstract, the broker will find | them, are all calculated to arouse adult ~‘Berry.—In New Durham, N. H., Hannah,
quertly elevate pure theories into arti- you a fitting partner first, and negotiate passions and thoughts in them, and force widow of Joseph Berry, and daughter of
If you are less purely such passions and thoughts into abnor- Ruling Elder Samuel Runnels, died June 14,
cles of faith, and then make these articles the’ transfer after.
1882, aged 90 vears.
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monstrous growth.
tests
of
fellowship.
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charge
is
no
|
Philosophical,
and
wish
to consult your mal,There
‘French,—Died in New Durham,
July 20.
is no such thing as a nursery in
doubt true, and the habit referred to de. | OWN tastes as well as the interests and
Emmeline,
wife of George
French, aged 18
serves all the condemnation it has re- | lncredse of the nation, you are only to | the majority of American homes. The years.
D. L. EDGERLY.
But | ame the party, and the broker becomes children are: left to the care of ignorant
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Pain in the right side, under edge of ribs,
increasing on pressures sometimes the pain is
on the left side; the patient is rarely akle to iie
on the left side; sometimes the pain is felt
under the shoulder and is sometimes taken for
Rheumatism in the arm. The stomach is affected with loss of appetite and sickness; the
bowels in general are costive, sometimes alternating with laxity; the head is troubled with
pain, accompanied with a dull, heavy sensation
in the back part. There is generally a considerable loss of memory, accompanied with apainful sensation of having left undone something which oughtto have been done. A slight,
dry cough is sometimes attendant. The patient
complains of weariness and debility; he is
easily startled
;- his feet are, cold or burhing,
and he complains of a prickly sensation of the
skin; his spirits are low, and, although he is
satisfied that exercise would be beneficial to
him, yet he can scarcely summon up fortitude
enough to try It.
:

nearly right us possible before the pubPugsley.—Died in East Liberty, Ohio, Jul
we find that even infinitesimals, at the lic, her father insisted on another mar1882, Ivory P. Pugsley, aged 60 years an
boundary line of human strength, are riage, of which he should he the witness. 80,
19 days. Bro. P, was converted at East Libmore than mountains where we are with- In another column of the same paper erty,
under the labors of Bro.
which told this story, says the New York: about33 years ago. The most ofO. hisE. lifeBaker,
in the legitimate range of otir faculties.
was
spent
with that church.
With. all these facts before us it would Tribune, we find an account of the daughHe was a faithful attendant
at
the
house of God, a sincere lover of
seem the most rational, as well as the ters of a clergyman and of a respectable
the denomination of his early choice, a loving
Bt satisfactory course not to try to merchant in Philadelphia eloping for sev- husband
and father in- his home, tender and
uce two worlds into one, but to.re- eral days to seek their fortunes, offering sympathetic toward the sick and suffering in
ard them as wisely supplementing each themselves to managers of theaters, etc. ; the church and community,
With a hand
other, and as
together meeting our high- and yet another of a’ certain. honest and ready for every good work,he Possesged VerYe

ter what the suhject may be,..and is is
certainly wholly out of place ‘in the consideration of scientific questions. Science
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Ridegville College (Ind.) is making progress
slowly it may be, bat surely. Its president,
the Rev. 8. D. Bates, is too busy a worker,
raises.
and too modest withal, to sound its
1t.is doing a much needed work i n a locality
where few students; if any, would attend other
Though one of the smaller colleges,
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when
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of pieces of a kind which it contains.

men Copy.

or pee
prety
eat
annoyed
disagreed with me,
very much from non-urine. I tried many remedies with
no success, until I used Brown's
Iron Bitters. Since I used that my
stomach does not bother me any.
My
.
My appetite issimply i
kidney trouble is no more, and my
eneral health is such, that I feel

Iron Bitters.

sure to give satisfaction, is Brown’s

for
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isease.
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Containing all the essentials of a true tonic, and
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dairying

L. W. Mason, of Boston, is now

egg plants. You might as well try to
from a cowcatcher,

Cover the flowers thus o;

’

It po&.

anything

“ Fat Boy :” No: you can not raise chickens from

The selection

ated upon by a bit of muslin until the fruit
to grow.—Sel.

beyond

A piece of steel is a good deal like a man;
you get it red hot it loses its temper.

proper

effect upon future

beverage,

Choir is one of the

ginners can not but be delighied at the large nnm.
ver of very easv and ory prety exercises and

Logansport, Ind. Dec. 1, 1880.
For a long time I have been a
sufferer iS
somach and. kidney

know of in the form of medicine, and in nervous
diseases I know of no preparation to equal it.”

that is just ready to open, but has not been visited
by insects; open it, and apply the stamens to the

at Hanover, N. H.,
The Agricultural Coll ege,
s at its next term, who
wilt admit women pupil surse of study, includwill be given a special ¢
in,
' Science

DR. MH. HENRY, New York, says:

sesses claims as a

and this is the case with all other vegetables, . If
one has a choice Melon he would preserve in its
purity, the surest methothis to fertilize a few female flowers. Take a male flower of Lhe same
kind that is shedding its pollen, remove the corolIa, to expose the stamens. Select a female flower

$98 included representative men from all
parts of the country-—2N. Y. Observer.
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Singing Class Books, it seems necessary to pro.
vide for the want of those who prefer to use 3
cheaper, lighter and smaller-book. The Peerless
is similar in arraogement and quality to its larger

it does this by commencing

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
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selected only those with four beans in the pod; as
a consequence, the greater number of pods in the

Washington to observe the coming fransit. of-

as unattractive as his face. The underpinning
He is
looks too frail for the rest of the body.
abulkv man, not pussy or Falstaffian in girth,

but a broad, thick-chested

able to read the ballots they

‘The law can

care, the quality of a vegetable may be improved.
In saving Lima Beans, we have for several years

Census

« The Shepherd's Chiet Mourner.”
Extensive preparations are being

legs are
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seed, and let none be picked

It consists of a medallion portrait in profiles
below which is a bas relief from the painting

mustache to hide a not: par-

mouth.

the

SPN

a concen-

but

No molasses and water mixture,

If one saves seeds of any vegetable, let it be of the
best.
Instead of leaving the last Peas on the
vines for seed, set apart a portion of a row for

pigtil of that flower.

:

properties of
trated extraet of the attive medicinal
roots, barks, &c., is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Ob the other hand, Peas and
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strained air.”
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all of the Squash family, are quite sure to

erypt of St. Paul’s near the tomb of the artist:

eye to soften the general harshness of expresticularly finely carved

of

« Don’t put in no muskeeter nettin’ for me,” said

If there are many varieties of the same vegeta

Department, said in his” speech that 32 per
cent. of the veters in the United States are v

A monument to Sir Edwin Landseer,
Mr. Woolner, has recently been placed in

A Philadelphia artist who saw Arabiin Alexandria last winter draws this sketch of his
* A tall, heavy-faced
personal appearance:
man, sullen, swartby, with only a pretty clear
a black

Waite,

of teeding.—American

month

Salem Argus.

ble in a garden, it is impossible to save the seeds
of some in an unmixed state. Sweet Corn, and

some radical

Albert Bierstadt is expected to visit Paris
this summer by his artist friends there.

- nia.

sion, and
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last
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ing, that we cap not say toe much
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While the Cheral

neglect it. Something is
wrong and needs prompt
attention. No medicine has
yet been discovered that
will so quickly and surely
diseases as
cure such

We usually leave it to doctors to recommend medi-

thoroughly

A New Singing School and Convention Book.

Whatever the cause, don’t

cines, but Parker's Ginger Tonic hus been §0 uses
ful in our family in relieving sickness and suffer-

economy

the

doubt

SAVING VEGETABLE SEEDS.

The National Educational Assembly, opened
at Ocean Grove, Aug. Sth. Rev. Dr. Stokes
delivered the address of welcome.
Bishop
Cox presided at the morning session, and United States Commissioner Eaton made toe first

SATURDAY, AUG.19.——There is heavy firing
on he Mspmoudich Canal; he British fleet
sail trom Alexandria
east
pp
Boat —
by General aeley iia Weipa
Arabi
of
favor
in
ple
The feeting in Constantino

Victor

but

we

but

ducks,

<<
all

zine of Art.

all well.——The village of Lindeburden, West
Prussia, is burned, hd two h
persons

ze

ed

issues a proclamation to the Egyptians, assuring them that England only desires to restore
A skirmish octhe authority of the Khedive.
“ curs near Ramleh, between the British patrol
and a party of Bedouins, in which five of the
latter are killed.
THURSDAY, AUG. 17.——General Wolseley
decides to make a combined land and naval attack oo the Aboukir forts.——Tbe palace of
Count Andrassy at Vienna is robbed of numerous works of art and antiquity.
FRIDAY, AUG. 18.——The British Parliament z2djourns until the 24th of Oateber.——In
several recent engagements between the Chilians and Peruvians the former are snceessful.
Melvilie, Berry and other survivors of the
© steamer ‘“ Jeannette” arrive at St. Petursburg
are repderad homeless.
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and

his pockets

the girl weighs

but a eapital gol.

Song music, SfHy mn-tune

THE PEERLESS. -

magical.

Man proposes and
book and decides.

rist.

changes in the conduct of the institution will
probably be made.
Indeed, it is the opinion of
any that as the Art School has sent out a
corps of instructors who are competent to extend its work in the several normal schools
in the State, it has accomplished the purpose
for which it was established, and it may now
safely be dbolished.
But so sweeping a change
in the educational facilities of the State would
bardly meet with general approval.—Maga-

Wolsclex

16.——Gen.

AUG.

WEDNESDAY,

the

The action of the Board of Educa-

of the Normal

were

of this method. With a good run they will have a
greater variety of food, and thrive better with an
access to a pasture with pond or brook, while they
are receiving full feed for market. All that the
fattening animals will eat up clean isa good rule for

deal of good in each of these departments, snd
his influence will long be felt in the future of
art education
in Massachusetts.
Mr. Otto
Fuchs, a practical mechanical engineer anda
skilled instructor, succeeds to the directorship:

by the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Mr. Parpell and
The great industrial exhibition is also
others.
successfa]ly inaugurated during the day.

matism, until he tried the Oll,whose effects he says

This favors growth, as well as fattening.

aminatidn.
:

rheumatism, dyspepsia,overwork, nervous debility, &c.

who had suffered excruciating torments from rheu-

rations of corn and other grain, unground,
be reserved to the last few weeks of life. Tur
should have their liberty all through the exSome poultrymen shut up their
feeding.

- geese

al80 as director of art in the public schools of
Boston. He certainly has accomplished a great

Arabs.——The monument to Daniel O'Connell
at Dyblin is‘'unveiled in the presence of one

hundred thousand people.

tatoes boiled and mixed with Indian meal and hot
water make amrexcellent feed for turkeys and other

these,

Glee an

It would be well to send early for a copy for ex.

is occasioned by so many
things. May be caused by
kidney - disease, liver complaint, consumption, cold,

(Reading, Pa., Times and Dispatch )
ART AND OIL.
reThe Norfolk Virginian of January 16, ‘1 £81,
‘fers to the remarkable cure effected by St. Jacobs
the
,—known
Cromwell
Oil in the case of Prof,
country over for his magnificent art hrustrations—

Not only

Jection of ete

The singular thing about
it is, that pain in the back

o

be a good one,and brings ready cash. The small po:

The
may
keys
tra

to

THIS AND THAT.

feed in September, when they mean to kill" in No
vember. The Thanksgiving market is pretty save (0

tion was unanimous; but previous to the decision a protest and petition was received from
several members of the legislative committee
on education, who favored the retention of
Smith. Mr. Smith bas been engaged
Mr.
since 1871 in superintending the teaching of
industrial arc at the Normal Art: School, and

such points on the Isthmus of Suez ds are necessary for military operations against the

Corn is high' this sea-

vention Book.

and
Anthem
Music, eas
easing anc
i
a PY
Just Out.
musical.

That's a common expression’ and has a world of
“meaning. How much suffering is summed up in it.

apply
shrub

in proportion

should also be severely pruned
the loss of roots sustained.

son, and we want to make the best use ol it. The
best pouitrymen we know, begin to give extra

poultry.

the

water, fill io with soil, level the surface and
The
a good mulch, to remain all summer.

up the feed a little wher anything is left in the
trough. This will require a little attention, but
the pigs will grow so fast, that one can afford to
lifger by the stye a few minutes, oncein a day,

to see the fat accumulate.

the

ble, work the soil well beaten between the roots
pack firmly and pour on two or three pails fall of

Slack

more.

no

and

the swine will eat up clean

any other termination of the controversy in
which Mr. Smith has so long been involved
with
gertain members of the Board could be

the fire, killing twenty

The regulars returned

nev-

have

for

around

5

pleasure In ‘ntroduc ingto

the public their new Choir Book for 1832 18s. Not
only a Choir Book, but a Sin
Class and Con

Oh, MyBack!

time,

thoroughly, dig
ground
shrub is dry, soak the
carefully, so‘as to preserve all roots, and injure
not more than is unavoidable; transfer the shrub
to its new place, with as tittle ‘exposure as posei-

er seen pork made more rapidly than with this
kind of feeding. It will be safe to feed all that

Under the circumstances hardly

of that State.

the

-We

other rations.

and corn meal, and

Massachusetts Board of Education from the
position of principal of the Normal Art School

iron-clad train was fired upon by a party of
Bedouins, while on its way toward Fort Meks.

es-

in

stye, to be fed in connection with corn on the cob,

Mr. Walter Smith has been removed by the
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food to sharpen the appetite, and keep up .good
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A New Church Music Book,
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and, if a cloudy or damp day is choseh for the ope-

ing articles of food, while there is enough of green

We have found green corn
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slow in coming into general

It is quite as important to fatten and market
economically the animal products of the farm as
or
it is to raise them. A pound of beef, pork,
poultry, can be made much cheaper in Septema
ber and October than later in the season when
larger part of the rations must go to keep up ani
mal heat. There is no sleightof band in laying
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